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M any liberal commentators have noted that
the Republican Contract with America her-

alds a return to the past. But which past? The sitcom
of 1950s white suburbia? The harsh class divisions of
the 1890s, with its poor laws, Jim Crow Laws,
repression of workers' rights, and apartheid for
Native Americans? But no matter which era is se-
lected for comparison, these commentators focus on
the new domestic social contract, and see the right as
essentially isolationist, as home front militants.

Fewer observers have recognized the Contract as
a scheme to reassert the United States as the biggest
bully on the block—to strong-arm the world tor. its
lunch money. Here the apt comparison is the 1920s
and early 30s—not in the U.S., but in Germany,
when the incipient Nazi movement seized on Ger-
man shame and rage as a defeated imperialist aggres-
sor. The Contract, like Mein Kampf, is a ruthless
scheme to restore the wounded bully's ability to play
a unique and commanding role in the world, at the
expense of feeding, housing, clothing, and educat-
ing a growing number people—of color—at home.

The domestic thrust of the Contract is the Repub-
lican right's intent to forge an unencumbered federal
government and a phalanx of unfettered business
and banking barons. To accomplish this, the right
has resurrected the 19th century doctrine of Social
Darwinism, or survival of the fittest—the Republi-
cans call it "personal responsibility." By Social Dar-
winist teaching (or Gump ism, slightly revised), you
get what you deserve, and vice versa, from the box of
chocolates of life. So the Contract requires strict
time limits on appeals in criminal cases, and swift
implementation of the death penalty, as well as
federal funds to help states prosecute death penalty
cases. The Contract allows warrantless search and
seizure by police, sets mandatory sentences for crimes,
and authorizes funding grants for prison construc-
tion to states that send "an increased percentage of
convicted violent offenders...to prison." Ifyou go to
prison, you deserve to suffer; "frivolous" lawsuits by
prisoners will be banned—suits for improved prison
conditions are specifically cited. Over four pages of
the Contract deal with the speedy and irreversible
deportation of "illegal aliens" convicted of any of a
number of crimes.

In regard to welfare, the Contract is explicitly
cruel: it aims to deny welfare to teenage mothers

contract
with a vengeance

(understood as predominantly Black), and use the savings to take
their children away from them!

Meanwhile, to empower business the Contract and other legis-
lation calls for a rollback of environmental and consumer protec-
tion, worker health and safety regulations. At the same time, it
wants to cut taxes on capital gains (the profit from selling a factory,
for example) by 50 percent and compensate property owners for the
dollar impact on their holdings of whatever environmental or other
federal regulations remain on the books after Republican hatchets
have swung. Mass deprivation—with a sharp racist edge—and
subsidies to the privileged: these are the terms of the Contract.

Most of these provisions center on what government should not
do: not tax, not pay, not interfere with business. But there is one
thing that the Contract calls for government to do most vigorously:
arm. "The Contract," notes the Village Voice, "seeks to have welfare
cutbacks finance capital-gains tax cuts and increased military
expenditure." "Providing for the common defense is the first duty
of our government," says the Contract. The Contract calls on the
federal government "to stop putting American troops under UN
command [a tip of the hat to the neo-Nazis], to stop raiding the
defense budget to finance social programs...and to stop gutting
Ronald Reagan's vision of protecting American against nuclear or
chemical attack...from terrorist states such as North Korea, Iran,
and Libya." The Contract calls for new defensive missile systems,
and for the U.S. to build a strong NATO alliance with European
countries, emphasizing that "NATO military planning includes
joint operations outside of NATO jurisdiction," i.e., a license to
invade anywhere. These Republicans are no more isolationist than
Teddy Roosevelt was.

So the old-style brand of imperialism may not be finished
after all. It is commonplace these days to view capital as
international, without national allegiance, unfazed by the vicis-
situdes of any nation's policies toward business, whether strin-
gent or loose. The Contract shows that, despite the current
"spectre" of globalization of capital, power is and will be
decidedly national. Says Harry Magdoff: "there never has been
a time when...national [economic institutions] ceased to struggle
each for its own preferment and advantage." Capital is still
nationally based. Nations are owned—and increasingly, as
many well-known sets of statistics attest, owned by fewer and
fewer people. (In the U.S. the top one percent of the population
owns 38 percent of the wealth, and the top 20 percent owns just
about all of it—85 percent.)

The Contract with America is a contract on the world. So
people of color, immigrants, women, and the poor pose a
problem for corporate power, making it hard for the one percent
to increase their holdings and their freedom of action. What's at
stake is not just the family and the community, but the planet. Q
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Education is supposedly valued in all cultures. Yet if
you take a close look at public policy and financing in the
U.S. today, you will conclude just the opposite. Educa-
tion is more strapped for funds than ever. At the same
time, prison construction skyrockets. We live in a society
more committed to incarceration than to learning.

Education remains a battleground on which every
major social issue is fought out. Just as African slaves
taught each other to read—even under penalty of death-—
students of color are organizing to day in high schools and
colleges, and Black and Latino communities continue to
demand control of their schools. In the face of an upsurge
against feminism, two studies have come out confirming
the judgment of many women that they never quite got an
equal chance in school—and that their daughters are
equally "at risk. " While school districts are being threat-
ened with Congressional retribution if they even mention
homosexuality, lesbians and gay men are developing gay-
positive curricula and going into the schools themselves to
work with parents and teachers. Progressive educators
are debating what it takes to have real anti-racist educa-
tion which empowers their students.

This issue of Breakthrough offers five articles on
education: Chicano youth speak eloquently of their struggle
to challenge racism and reshape curriculum; teachers at
Berkeley High respond to School Colors, PBS's sensa-
tionalistic documentary about "racial separatism" at
their school; Peggy Orenstein reflects on the issues of
gender inequity raised in her book, SchoolGirls; we
examine the efforts by Chicago's Puerto Rican commu-
nity to reform Roberto Clemente High School; and we
focus on homophobia in the schools and some attempts to
challenge it.
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edited by
Robert Roth and Annie Johnston

r HOSE LAND? OUR LAND! SCHOOLS NOT JAILS!

"jRaza. si! j 187 «0/"The chants echoed through
downtown San Francisco as nearly 1,000 students
marched through the streets last November, one day
after voters passed the anti-immigrant initiative, Propo-
sition 187. Despite a torrential rain, the students demon-
strated for six hours, demanding ethnic studies, more
teachers of color, an end to harassment of Latino stu-
dents, and community resistance to racist attacks. Speaker
after speaker made the point that they would have been
in the streets even if Proposition 187 had been defeated.
"It goes deeper than 187," said one 14-year-old student.
"Way deeper."

How deep? In California, where students of color
make up 54 percent of all public school students, 82
percent of the teachers are white. The standard curricu-
lum denies, demeans, or merely pays lip-service to the
experiences, culture, and history of Chicanes and other
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Latino students. According to a 1985 study, for every
100 Latinos who enter kindergarten only 55 graduate
from high school, just 25 enter college, only 7 finish
college, 4 go on to graduate school, and only 2
receive an advanced degree. In the ten years since
1985, the situation has gotten even worse. Over 50
percent of Latino males now drop out of high school
before graduating, and the overall high school
completion rate for Latino students has dropped 10
percentage points.

The school walkouts and other actions reflect a
surge in pride, consciousness, and organizing among
Raza youth. A key part of this process is the Student
Empowerment Programs, a youth-led network ini-
tiated by activists from the Chicano Moratorium
Coalition. Last November youth organizers coordi-
nated walkouts and demonstrations in 14 cities,
from Sacramento to Salinas. At weekly meetings in
the San Francisco Bay Area, students come together
to educate and train each other, discuss all aspects of
their work, meet with activists from other move-
ments, and develop long-range plans and strategies.

Breakthrough is pleased to present a series of
discussions with youth organizers from the Bay
Area. We talked to middle school, high school, and
college students, and veteran organizers from the
Chicano Moratorium Coalition. We asked them
why they got involved, how the work has changed
them, what their goals are, where the work is going.
Their answers speak for themselves.

KAREN, 15
As a Chicana, I think that a lot of people under-

estimate me. They think that because you're Mexi-
can or Chicana that you're lower. They think that
you're not going to be able to do anything.
Teachers are surprised. I think it's the
worst for the girls. People are like, "Oh,
you are a girl. What are you trying to do?"
When I was passing out flyers for the last
walkout, I gave them to some guys that I
don't even know, and they were like, "You
really think people are going to listen to
you?" I just said, "Well, yeah, here's the
flyer." They listen to me, I think. A lot of
people respect you more. They think
that you are trying to make a difference.
You're walking down the street, and
somebody will tell you, "Hi," and you
don't even know who they are. But
they know you.

If a girl doesn't want to talk at the
meetings, you go up to them. You're
like, "What's wrong? Is there any-
thing wrong with you? Why don't you
want to talk?" Sometimes they'll say,
"Well, I'm shy," and you're like, "Well,
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once I was shy too." You just
have to talk to them, to tell
them that everybody is
shy. If nobody is going
to say anything, then
why come? You Jjl^ip'*
should get in- JJBBp**
volvedmore.so , "IPF!?'
that you can
be heard. f| '"*'"
Otherwise,
if you just sit
there, it's like you're not
here.

Being involved has really
changed me as a person. I think
differently towards everything fe
now. There were a lot of stores "*:
and restaurants that supported
Proposition 187—like Lucky's,
Mervyn's, McDonald's. My mom would say, "No,
we shouldn't go to Mervyn's," and all I could think
of was, "No, I want those jeans. I want to go to
Mervyn's." Then I started coming to meetings.
Now, my mom will say, "Let's go to McDonald's,"
and I'm like, "No/You can't go there anymore."
Your point of view changes.

My mom wants me to get involved, but she's
scared. I get off work at six, and the weekly
meetings here start at six, so she tells me not to
go: "Stay home, do your (: , , - , , - . :

homework, get some
sleep." And I'll
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Below: March 1969—the first Chicano
youth conference in history was held by
the Crusade for Justice; 1,500 attended. ,;

say, "No, I have to go
now," and she'll be worried that

the cops will come, that I'll get arrested
and mess up my record. But I tell her and my

dad that it's important for me to get involved in this,
so it's better for me to just come with their permis-
sion than for them to worry.

I think this work can go far. Even though a lot of
people say that the racism has stopped, it hasn't. My
friend is one of the only Latina girls that work at this
Taco Bell and they discriminate against her. The
racism hasn't stopped. I think that everybody has to
get involved and when that happens everything will
change. You can't just be saying, "Oh! I hate this, I
hate that," and then you don't try to change any-
thing. So you have to get involved.

ALEJANDRINA RENTERIA, 17
I think we have to be heard, to stand up for what

we believe, that's what my thoughts are. In my
school the classes are very crowded, and the teachers
don't have a lot of patience. Sometimes I just feel
that the teachers are not cooperating with the class.
Like they will give their lessons, but then they'll get
tired of this or that and start sending people to the
back of the room or out of the classroom on referrals.

Really what they need to do is pay more
attention to the students. And make the

classes more interesting so that the stu-
dents will want- to learn. A lot of the

students are sitting at their desks and
they are like, okay, I want to learn, but

in the meantime 15 minutes passes by,
I and the teacher isn't teaching any-
•;R, thing, and the classroom seems so
*l»k boring and out of hand.

In my elementary school I had
bilingual teachers who were
teaching me Spanish, but after
that I've had only English.
And I have had nothing about

my history. Nothing. For my
Raza, being a Chicana, I would

like to learn about my heri-
tage. I want to learn how to
write good in Spanish. I
know how to speak Span-

ish, but I only know how
to write a little. I defi-
nitely want to learn

about my history, about
where I really come from. I want

to go way back. I think people from
many different cultures feel this way. We

want to do the same thing. We don't want to just
learn the history they're teaching us now.

MARIA GUADALUPE
AVILA, 19 i 4

I first got involved when I came : ' ^
to a Raza Day, and people in- |i:H
vited me to a meeting. It was ^SPm '
really interesting because they rJtT
were telling stories about our
culture, things I never even knew.
So that's how I got interested,
because there were so many things
that they were explaining to us
that we never learned in school. I
decided to be in the education
group. What we do is teach our-
selves about our culture and then
make a plan to get Chicano stud-
ies in all our high schools. We
need to get curriculum from
places that already have Chicano
studies and start it up in new



places where they don't have it.
I'm going to graduate this year, and I've been

thinking more about going to college, because I
want to help out more. I would be the only one from
my family, the first to go to a university. I want to do
more things for La Raza. I want to help people get
Latino clubs in all the schools. I've got younger
brothers and sisters, and they don't have Latino
clubs or Chicano studies at their schools. I'm trying
to get a Latino club into my brother's school, be-
cause they don't have nothing there. In that school,
all they have is riots and fighting—and it's all against
each other, like Salvadorans against Mexicans. So
they really need to put a Raza club together.

I would like to see this thing get bigger, not only
in the Bay Area but all over California and through-
out the U.S. I think if we come together we can get
what we want. We can get more rights, and less
discrimination. If we come together, we can get all
this accomplished.

MIGUEL, 13
My brother first started bringing me to meetings

two or three months ago. He wanted me to get
involved with Chicano studies and learning more
about my history, so he started bringing me here,
and that's where I learned all this stuff.

Really, I was involved before. Just last year, when
I was in the sixth grade, I was talking to sixth graders,

and fourth and fifth in my elementary school. I was
talking about grapes. I went around to different
classes and told them to stop buying grapes, because
of the pesticides that they are putn.v;? on the grapes
that's killing the farmworkers and their children.
Their children have been born with cancer and
missing parts of their body. :

I believe I changed some people's minds. It felt
good. Because when I did that it was like, if I; could
do this, I could do more. And I felt special; Ljust felt:
special those days when I was doing that.

There are a lot of things that need to change. First,
there's the grapes and what's still happening to the
farm workers. And there's that three-strikes law that
just passed; that's wrong too. And especially Propo-
sition 187, because they are trying to kick-out all the
immigrants from the schools and send them back to
Mexico. :

MARCOS, 21
I am a third-year student at UC Berkeley. I grew

up in Orange County after I came here from Central
America.

I first became active because of what was going on
in my country, Guatemala. It does not take & genius
to know what's going on-there; I think the people oh
the street pretty much have a grasp on the situation.
So I had that consciousness with me already when I
came to this country. But definitely the things that
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community. They came up with ideas and strategies
for how to start doing some of the protests that
would get us attention and the clout to bring about
changes. They had this big march, this walkout on
the i6th of September. There were about 3,000
people that were walking around Berkeley that day,
and I helped out. I helped with the security, but I did
not know what it really was for. The march was
around the time of the quincentennial of Columbus's
invasion. But other than that, I didn't know what it
was all about. Then last spring, I started getting
more involved with the people that were actually
organizing, and they told me about these meetings.
I started hearing some of their goals, which I didn't
know even when I was walking out for them a while
back. It sounded like something good to me, so I
started coming to meetings over the summer, and I
have been coming pretty consistently ever since.

We need to raise our consciousness of who we are.
Dispel, get rid of those myths that we were given that
we were just a bunch of savages before our Spanish
side came over and civilized us. I think that funda-
mental change will lead us to rethink who we are,
and once we rethink who we are and take pride in
who we truly are, we can stand on firmer ground.

I always wanted to do this work, but I did not
know it was possible. I didn't know it could be done.
I didn't know that you could walk out 3,000 or 5,000
students. I did not know that kind of thing was
remotely possible. I thought that was the 6os, and
that was where it ended. So when it was happening
in Berkeley, I took part in it gladly, because I thought
here is my chance to be involved with something
that is making a change. When we tell somebody
that we organized 13,000 students to walk out at
various times, and we coordinated these walkouts on
the same day, they sit there with their mouths
hanging open, not believing what is being said. But
then you just got to show them the newspaper
articles, the evidence that it has been done.

A lot of the students are waking up to the fact that
they have power, even though their parents do not
feel empowered at all. A lot of the parents feel like
they are here as visitors, which is the same colonized
mentality that tells us we were not here before, that
civilization was just given to us, so we are not part of
the political process here.

I think there is a real possibility for growth in this
work. Most people tend to see the present in really
negative terms—you know, that nothing is possible,
especially with the current administration and the
new Congress, and that any alternative to what has
been going on is just impossible. I think that is a
mistake, and I think that within 10 to 15 years, we are
going to see a complete swing around in the way
things are happening. It is small projects like we're
doing here that are going to, like Malcolm X said,
wake people up to their humanity.

BENICIO SILVA, 21
UC BERKELEY STUDENT

I was born in Indio, but I grew up in the small
town of Thermal in Coachella Valley, a very agricul-
tural area. One day I was sitting in my counselor's
office at the high school. That's where I hung out a
lot, because he was Chicano and helped us out a lot,
and I got close to him. He asked me, "Did you know
that we have our own history?" He pointed out that
people have to learn the basic things, like the Aztecs,
the zoot suit riots, the farmworkers, the pyramids,
and all that. So I was kind of interested, so the next
day I went to the library and I just looked up stuff on
Mexican Americans. I began to read about all of
these things and the different injustices, the very
negative things that have happened to our people. I
was very angry that we did not have anything about
Chicanes in history classes. I mean, there was this
new text book and it had a couple of pages and a
picture of a mural.

We were looking at this video about the
farmworkers tonight, and I was thinking about how,
where we grew up on a ranch, they would spray the
fields with pesticides every Sunday in the summer. It
makes me think about the people that have to get up
in the morning, every morning before the crack of
dawn, and work all day and then come home, and
their kids are going through this culture shock at
school, learning to be ashamed of themselves, and
they carry that shame for the rest of their lives. It
manifests itself in drinking, in drugs, in addictions,
and they carry it on to their families when they get
married.

People talk about reform, but it's a manipulation,
it's this whole thing with the American dream: all
you have to do is learn the language, go to school, get
an education, vote and you will get what you want.
People get fooled. Really, we have to dismantle the
system. I heard this man on a rap album. He said, we
cannot walk both roads. We have been trying to
balance when we try to walk both ways, but we can't
because that means we've got to compromise, and it
means that ultimately you get lost to what is called
mainstream America, and you get lost in the shuffle.
We don't want that. In the long run, we don't want
that. In the long run, you're training the students to
recognize that they are, for example, indigenous; for
example, they have certain rights; for example, they
are from here; and also to hook up with other
peoples who are here, who have been victimized. I
think that is the whole basis, because if you focus on
just one people and we ignore everyone else, then we
can't do it, because in our traditions we are taught
that we are all one people, and that we all of us have
the job to take care of the land, the Mother Earth.

I want to walk the spiritual path, walk the right
road, and that is very hard. I have always fallen back,
and then I have had to kind of start again. Some-
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times, a student will say, "I remember when you
came and talked to my school and you said this or
that and that's why I'm at this meeting." They give
me positive feedback. I think it has helped me,
because I learned that I have some potential in
myself, and I improved my speaking skills and
different things. You learn, you grow, you learn, you
move on, and you always question what is next. It's
hard, and you don't know what the plan is, and you
don't know what the hell is going to happen, and
you don't know if there is going to be a war or if it
is going to be peaceful. There's beautiful momenrs,
you know, when we have met and done ceremonies,
and sometimes it's real beautiful to see the students.
Sometimes I think about them because, like, they
will be on the street, and you know, you stop and
think about what they are going through every day.
They are my space. So it's a personal thing too.

ADRIANA MONTES,
CHICANO MORATORIUM ORGANIZER
What I see as a long-term goal or vision is to be

able to have a lot of these young people network with
each other and have organizing skills when they need
it. You see all of these laws targeting Raza, and I
think it's going to be the responsibility of the young
people to be able to organize people, to fight these
different laws that are coming up—like the immi-
gration laws and the English-only laws. I mean that
is what I want to see: young people being able to
network, to have those skills, and to learn their
traditions. Back in the 8os we learned about spiritu-
ality from older organizers in the Chicano Morato-
rium. It was fairly new to me, but they taught me a
lot, and I want to see all these younger people be able
to go back to their old traditions and become harmo-
nious with Mother Earth.

We need to change what the young people are
learning, their education. We had meetings with the
students, and they said that if we could change the
educational system, it would affect a lot of dungs,
like issues in the community, gangs, how they see
themselves. They are not really taught their history,
their culture, how rich it is. They are always taught
the negative part of it. You know, you teach little
kids that they are savages or whatever and it really
affects how they think of themselves. Even if we have
our own schools and our own curriculum, it has to
be institutionalized in the schools, where everybody
has to learn it.

GABRIEL HERNANDEZ,
CHICANO MORATORIUM ORGANIZER
You know, we have been taught to organize by

thinking about seven generations. Many people
think this means that the seven generations starts
now and then you go seven generations ahead. But
seven generations doesn't mean that. It means you

start with your great grandparents, your parents,
yourself as a child, and then you go to you as a parent,
then as a grandparent, and as a great grandparent.
Those are the seven generations. Okay. So what does
that mean? You, as a child today, the decisions that
you make not only ate going to affect the future, but
they are going to affect the past. What we do in 1995
affects how the Chicanos of the 19605 are looked at.
Decisions we make now affecr how our children see
us when we get older. The young people don't yet
put their decisions into this context. They try and
make decisions based on what is happening now.
You know, that's like a lot of organizing that I've
seen for the last 15 years, and I don't like it. People
have an event that they've got to do. They build up
for that event, do the event, stop, and then they go,
"Okay, now what do we do?" But what's the long-
term plan? How does this meeting flow into the next
one? How does this walkout feed into the next
ceremony, into the next action?

It would be naive to organize these young people
to stand up, to walk, to run, to
defend themselves thinking that
shit is going to happen nicely.
We are kidding ourselves if we
think that people are going to
say, "Oh, you people belong
here, you are right, you are in-
digenous to these lands, and
you have aboriginal rights to tell
us how things should be."
Chicanos and brown people in
the Southwest hit too close to
home. Zapatistas are all right
because they are way the hell E^S;:!; l^N;
down there in Chiapas. Okay,
but if we had Zapatistas on the
border, if that whole movement
begins to hook up with what is
happening in the Southwest,
then 1 think that we would have
a problem, and all these people
would not scream, "Viva Los
Zaparistas"—they would be say-
ing, "Kill those fucking Mexi-
cans." It's cool to be able to say,
"We are the Zapatista Solidarity
Group," because it is over there.
But those people over there in
the mountains are no different
from t\\ students walking in the
streets here. How do we teach the
young people to make those con-



nections, and how do we teach the people in this society to support them?
We teach that you have to understand and talk about other people's struggles.

Don't organize in a vacuum. Build coalitions. We talk about the four sacred colors—
not just brown. We were not the only ones displaced, and we also understand what
it must feel like to be brought here against your own will. This isn't about a
multicultural agenda. Multicultural is the new name for melting pot. You know: put
Cesar Chavez in a book. Tell us that we're all in the same boat. No! So it's not about
multicultural agendas. But it is about recognizing where we do have the same struggle.
One time a new person said "mayate"—a derogatory term in Spanish meaning black
bug— when referring to Black people. The mood in the room was so heavy you could
tell he wanted to take it right back. We know that those ideas exist in our community
and that we have to work to change it. How do you deal with this? How do you take
that person from "mayate" to "sacred Black people"? That's our responsibility.

Sure, we have big issues over homophobia and sexism. And we have to talk about
them, not hide from them. The leadership of each of our committees is supposed to
be 50-50, men and women. Well, some of the women felt that I was always calling on
the men to run the committee meetings. And they called me on that. We have a big
problem around how the young women are treated within their families. Many
parents will let their sons go out to meetings, but never their daughters. And we've had
to really confront parents about who their daughters are. "This is a leader. When you
keep her home, you're not just hurting her, you're hurting 40 other people."
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I went to Fresno after the election—you know,
when Proposition 187 passed. And I raised the issue
of homophobia there, in a meeting of 2,000 people.
In Fresno, Proposition 187 won, even though the
majority of the people are brown. I mean, you have
all these counties in Northern California that voted
up to 70 percent against 187, and many of these
counties have few brown people. And in San Fran-
cisco, where 187 was beaten the worst, white lesbians
were leading the work, doing not just talking. And
I said this in Fresno, made a point of saying it. We
have to talk about these things.

The organizing is an exercise. Right now the
young people believe that the fight is over the
educational system because that is where they thought
they could be most effective. So that is what we did.
We said, "Okay, that's the playing field. We will do
it, we will organize around educational issues, and
we will go after the educational power structure."
But it is also an exercise. It is an exercise in learning
how to mobilize, it is an exercise in learning how to
develop structured organization, it is an exercise in
dealing with the dynamics of sexism and
homophobia, it is an exercise in communicating
from city to city and still being able to make deci-
sions. It is an exercise in learning how a small group
of 30 people can mobilize 1,000 people—and then
how a group of 500 people can move 50,000 people.

At this point, it is nothing more than skill build-
ing. Learning to think strategically. What are the
consequences of actions? What are the consequences
of not doing things? What are the consequences of
doing a walkout versus boycotting the CLAS tests
(statewide learning assessment test), versus just do-
ing internal organizing to make sure that the internal
structure is tight? The thinking is that at some point
in the future, if enough people have the skills to
mobilize and make strategic decision, to understand
all these things, something is going to trigger that
group to say, "Fuck this." If they load up the trains
and line them all up and say, "Okay, everybody that
is brown, report your ass down to the station with
your documents to prove that we shouldn't ship you
home." If that happens, who is going to sit there and
stop that? Who is going to be organized in this day
and age? Who is going to stop that? And that is what
we are organizing to do, or at least that is my vision
of the organizing. To get enough young people from
an indigenous perspective, a spiritual perspective, to
make those critical decisions, to know how and to
see what is coming and to be ready for it when it
happens.

RAQUEL, 20

I went through the system in the Oakland public
schools. You see that things are messed up, but you
don't know what to do to help. It's hard to see the
problem, and people have the attitude that that's just

the way things are. But I knew that there was much
more to it than that. Once I was at UC Berkeley I
began taking classes I never knew existed: Chicane
studies, Native American studies, the history back-
ground that was never really available in high school.
Racism was always talked about in Black and white
in high school. We learned about slavery and such,
but not about my own people. Taking these classes
pushes me to become involved in CFIALE (Chicanes
and Latinos for Empowerment) and MEChA
(Movimiento Estudiantil de Chicanos en Aztlan).

CHALE is a program where we go to the high
schools twice a week and talk to the youth. We don't
just tutor them; we talk to them about how the
teachers are treating them. A lot of them are the
students labeled "at risk"—the ones they think are
the troublemakers. There are often many unfair
ways that they are being treated. But just pushing the
administrators and advocating for these students is
limited. CHALE is the consciousness-raising part of
it, and it leads students from both the high school
and the university to enter the organizing because
you are consciously dealing with how the education
system treats you.

So in the summer I began to go to meetings at the
union hall. We began to tell the students about our
experiences and about other ways of dealing with
frustrations at school.

Going to meetings is a learning process. Sooner or
later it is up to us to start running them. That has
really, really helped me in being able to talk more. I
used to be really quiet. I didn't say anything. I didn't
know how to express myself or say things. It really
developed my ability to say things because I had to.
I'm more secure about myself and what I think now.
I feel a lot stronger from inside. It feels like I have a
voice and it counts.

Just the same way that we wake up to knowing
how messed up things are as Raza students, I went
through the same process in waking up to women's
issues. Certain patterns in male-female relationships
are just taken for granted. People say that's just the
way things are. I've woken up to that too. For
example, say a woman is in a relationship with
someone and they both work together organizing.
But then when they break up, the man won't speak
to her; he won't even call her by her name. That
shows me that we are seen as sexual objects first.
They won't even look at you. Nothing else matters
but that. We have respect as long as we are in
relationships with them. Once that is lost the respect
is gone too.

There are two types of sexism. The up-in-your-
face type and the unconscious type. It's the uncon-
scious type that gets in your face every day. Like at
meetings. In the organizing there is a 50-50 rule
where male and female have to be represented and
there are male and female chairs. If someone has
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questions they will always go up to the
male chair. The committees are al-
ways referred to as the guy's commit-
tee—not the education committee.
When we are in the conferences, meet-
ing people, or we go somewhere to
speak, they will always shake the guy's
hand, but they'll never address me.
They act like I don't exist. They as-
sume that it is the guy who does the
real work.

I've also woken up to how women
treat women. It's the same thing as
how Raza treats Raza. It seems that
women are taught to be a certain way,
there is a certain role that women are
supposed to be in, and if a woman
breaks out of that they'll get criticized
not just by the men but by the women.
Like if you're not monogamous or if
you dress a certain way, they'll say you
are slutty or you're not supposed to
expose yourself.

We've tried to have female and male
talking circles, but it's always the women
who talk about it. The guys feel that it's
a women's thing. The guys aren't going
to talk about sexism or even about how
they treat each other unless the women
organize it. We have to force those
issues. It gets very emotional—all that
stuff really builds up. It's just like rac-
ism. It has to be dealt with. It has the
same priority. If it's not dealt with then
it's just going to break us up, just like it
did when there was a Chicano move-
ment and a Chicana movement. At
UCB there are all these Raza women
forming the same committees that
MEChA has. Instead of talking to the "̂ pS;
men and forcing them to deal with these things, '; ;
they are creating their own movement. . ,

The female tutors sometimes can't tutor the male students
because either they feel intimidated or because the guys start asking,
"Do you have a boyfriend?" That's what they see in us first. So, in addition
to the workshops we do with the high school students, I think we should do
gender issues workshops. I don't think it should wait until people get to college. Plus,
if Raza groups on campus have to do a workshop on it, it's another way of forcing
the issue.

I'd like to see people recognize us as indigenous to this land. That's the base of it.
I don't think Raza studies will be seen as legitimate or important unless we're seen
as the people of this land. The purpose is to get ethnic studies as a requirement in the
high schools, just like world history and U.S. history. It doesn't work when teachers
say they will incorporate it into the curriculum because they'll just think it's
something they are being forced to include. It should be the history, the first history.
U.S. history comes second. Q

For more information or to send donations, contact the Chicano Moratorium
Coalition, P. 0. Box 2031, Berkeley, CA 94702, (510) 893-3181, ext. 120.
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<y HE BUILDING THAT HOUSES CHICAGO'S
/ Clemente High School is seven stories of

brown steel and dark glass, as cold and uninviting as
the winter day I arrive there. I pass through the
unremarkable lobby and up the escalator, and—
Clemente comes alive with color. Murals cover the
walls celebrating womanhood, Puerto Rico en Chi-
cago, Kwanzaa, Emperadores Aztecas, Puerto Rican
prisoner of war Carmen Valentin (who taught at
Clemente more than 20 years ago), and the Pi ::;•
burgh Pirates'great Roberto Clemem . ; ;

This is the high school sor . ;• as
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U.S. But, fairly, Clemente cannot be compared to
Other Kigh schools. Clemente represents a unique
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studes: '::•;' poor : videmic performance, such as insti-
tution: . . ; . ;.:, and pregnancy. Its success is
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struggle. ,;':'

It starte . . . ultimately successful, to
rid what was tl :: ; i of a racist principal.
During the late 196 , . ... ; go's West Town com-
munity demanded that;:-:...: :..s be more responsive
to their needs, with more Kuerto Rican teachers, a
Latin American studies program, and better oppor-
tunities to enter college. At that time, among those
who gained their first experience in community
organizing were Oscar Lopez, Lucy Rodriguez,
Alberto Rodriguez, Haydee Beltran, Ricardo Jimenez,
Alicia Rodriguez, and Carmen Valentin (all now
serving long prison sentences on the charge :
tious conspiracy against the United Stares; see^fitc
Through the Walls, p. 56). Carme; ;tm, a
Tuley teacher and counselor, was e " ; ;
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Clemente as one of the poorest schools in Chicago, wi) ; :
percent of its students living in poverty-level home.: " • ;
percent of sophomores scoring at the lowest c : flag [ev<5 . : ; ;
more than 70 percent of students droppiiig ; I ;: : " ;::
percent of students fell into the "limi; 1 :. ::. : : :,

Meanwhile a new crisis : -:: •."'-:••'-?' . . .
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insisted, there's the real possibility of changing the course of the
school.

During this same period, the Chicago Board of 1 '.;::: on.:

enacted sweeping educational reforms, establishing I : ,
Councils and giving these bodies power to sele; :
govern money allocated to the school. i
community a tool for transforming the schoc

Power for school reform lies in th- - its
ability to determine Clemente's feud^ts, 3ie ; S
operated with a near consensus. I;: : : " : : : : !
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sats to work at the school, ; :.
., : , . . dents among the : . . ; ; . . . L <

. : ;:. : dcrool. "We talk tp them. We
: : - : : . / - : v :: • / - ; : ) t , why they cut classes,

,'t come to school," explains parent and
: ;:.::: ;• .'. :.":- i •'. :::..,.:' '.: - /;: i -s
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Times identified

times as much respi
as they do for teach<
Cindy Rodriguez, LSC chair.

Is the program effective? Par-
ent Anna Rodriguez notes that
mentored students do cut less.
But problems run deep. "You
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have to motivate these students all the time in order
for them to do their work," explains Alma Figueroa.
"We can talk to them a little, but not the whole time.
For this program to work out, we have to involve not
just parents, but teachers — everybody."

Mentor parents receive training in working with
adolescents and in non-violent conflict resolution.
The conflicts can be violent. "Sometimes you can't
even talk to the student — they don't want to hear it,"
Anna states. "How about this guy [a gang member]
gets mad at me and hits me. 'Let him hit you,' they
say." The program is new, and this discussion reveals
how the parents are trying to feel their way into their
mentor roles. They identify several pet peeves: teach-
ers who bar their doors, leaving students to wander
the hallways; the extreme attitudes of some students;
the need for stricter rules and more severe conse-
quences for student misbehavior; their clesirc;;4p#>
metal detectors and more police
when asked what makes
parents
Despite

^

|e:̂ ^

. need'-:' ro: : fe «way ; irom . -.-tile - :

Classes- meetfor half a day, .cbmbimftg-eote subjects : ;
: ; Satellite ̂ teachers, -as •' well-'-as teaching ; miiltij site snli-
;;jects,.',rn.usj;.a.ct.3S cpimselprs.'and- social workers.'- ' •{•"••

-; -express' a-defiiike SeB.se '.of needing to ..
.: 'take ^control ;pvet their ii:v:es. ; "It's :you.r life. If you.
;W:aut to.-I?e' responsible, it's your- -own life and. :yoiir .".:

- owe 'fuiiirc, " William Torres,- io. iiis second year, says- :
: . matter-of -factly , . .Joao.i.i-B jvfonterrdso - adds,:.' "'l£'ymi (
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-pay attention to..)? ou. 'If you. -fail, -

it was. Clemente focuses more on the student. In
here, Marcos comes to us, he says 'Do you under-
stand? Are you lost?' If we ask for help he comes to
us, 'cause we're a small class."

"We get more work done, in less time," William
explains. Suhey Arroyo proposes putting on a talk
show. "Students would come down and be in the
audience," enthuses Margie Santiago. "I want to be
the host. We're gonna talk about men!" Joanne
blurts. This crew relishes discussion, on every topic—
"from AIDS to Puerto Rican
people to stuff from the movies.
We learn more by discussing, ya
hear!" exclaims William, Joanne .de-
scribes a

r

jWetnt wit'sireaf,; btiuto .wehave
tde Irma
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"Companies, 'invefit 'in' .tilings,", he says, Suhey just
wafits. to:go to co.il.egc. Ivlargie does outreach for an

.. AIDS and ST'D prevention program through V1D.A/
:S1DA, a ; health clinic::ki West Town. Marcos is
•, Eel-ping Joaane-get a plan togetiier for graduation,
. -which, "ineltides: night school, sum'mer school, and
,',ittore' night .school,"- 'she' ciiec-rfully recounts. "We
•:.'vi;iirjlcthkprpgr,j.nciis:great. Every Iiigk school should
Jiaye. onc/A.j.oan:Be decrees, More than a third of the
-Sateiliie jDardcipants from last year retu-irnetl to the
'regolat;'.;lii:gh''scliool program this year. , ' '

- '-. , : .VioleriGe rerriains a central -issue in the com-
jiiunity. In late Jjmuary, literally dozens of
sttidents (and a few' cmtsiders) were sent out

.- ;of .i:he.scho'ol'-to avert atuif war between the :
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. - • . . v..:,'--'''^alternative-v program
:: "'."".''.' openedu|j,"Joanne.reni5iiisces.

':'.,'• , - ' • ' : • Older students1 "teport that- things
have: catnicd' .down considerably in the

the last two years.: Marcos

glass. windows, a/'few':years ago: "At any rnornent
anything eotildiiappen,:';I he says. "Ancljtdid." 15oth
the number aad severity ;of violent dnddenis inside
the school: have decreased; Cleinerite has empha-
sized peer mediatipo and. the pfcsdiice. of parents,

instead of the approach favored in most
high schools—installing metal detectors and
beefing up security. Significantly, Clemente has
dedicated a room and an adult supervisor to peer
mediation. Five parents are assigned to help with
mediation. Currently 25 students, trained in con-
flict resolution and non-violent problem solving,
conduct mediation aimed at sitting down the feud-
ing parties, then working towards a contract ac-
ceptable to both sides. "Mediation concerns the
creation of a better learning environment," reflects
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sophomore Marisa Moyet, the student representa-
tive to the LSC.

But conflict can play a positive role in learning.
Bilingual coordinator Carmen Marquez-Rivera has
students role-play demonstrations in her classes. I
watch groups of students stage mock protests over
everything from abortion to burgers in the cafeteria.
"Before Clemente's reform, I would never have
taught my students about protest. But Chicago is a
highly political city and there are issues they need to
know." Last December two sophomores organized a
contingent of 15 students to participate in a Human
Rights Day march to support the Puerto Rican
prisoners. And students understood all too well the
insult of an American flag hung on a construction
elevator during the erection of Bandera Borinquen,
a massive steel sculpture representing the Puerto
Rican flag that arches over Division Street. Out-
raged, students immediately wanted to take action
to remove the offending flag. Finally, on an icy
afternoon, one student scaled the structure, cheered
wildly by fellow students both on the street and
thronging the west windows of the Clemente build-
ing. Although the young man didn't quite make it to
the top, the action brought hope and pride to the
student body. Still, Vilar worries that students have
been lulled into a false sense of security. There are
more Puerto Rican teachers now, but what may have
been lost is the general consciousness among stu-
dents of the need for political activism. Assistant
Principal Eduardo Negron tells me, "The curricu-
lum still needs work to become better, a living
curriculum."

Cultural activism is high, though. Clemente's
salsa band, Son del Barrio, symbolizes the innova-
tion found at Clemente. Son del Barrio creates and
plays original compositions, based in the music of
Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and
Brazil. In the absence of a music teacher, Marcos
Vilar serves as advisor and sometimes fills in on bass.
Vilar describes the mix: "One thing they've learned
is to be creative, to experiment, to discover what it is
that they can do that no one else has done before. We
mix things, try things—we might sound goofy, then
all of us will laugh, we'll have fun, and then we'll go
on to something else." Son del Barrio functions
despite a variety of difficulties, most acutely a short-
age of human and other resources. Though they
received help from a few outside musicians, no
consistency was established as these players came
and went. Still, the band cut a CD last spring.

Some 60 students have participated in the band
over two years. The band usually has 10-12 players,
plus extra students who hang around, help out, play
in the practice sessions and wait to join. Son del
Barrio entered a rebuilding period with the gradua-
tion of five members of the "CD group." Now, for
the first time, the band is comprised exclusively of

students. They not only learn about music, but how
to cooperate. Operating as an after-school program,
Son del Barrio "is a veiy open thing," says Vilar.
"Everyone has the opportunity to be a part. That
feeling of being welcome is hard to find anywhere in
the world."

Clemente may be magical in certain regards, but
it's far from perfect. Promising results of the reform
abound: the number of students passing all their
classes shot up by a third (to nearly half); several
students have earned degrees through the Satellite;
and, as part of staff development, 20 teachers earned
masters degrees in Multicultural Education through
Northern Illinois University. Of course, Clemente
has its share of problems as well: gangs, drugs, some
lousy teachers, to name a few. Perhaps it can manage
or will even resolve some of these issues—if given a
chance.

Sitting at a table in the Borinken Bakery, Jose
Lopez cautions, "All it is, is a space. It allows us to do
certain things. The political space may not always be
there. What if the Republicans decide to abolish the
LSC? Then we'll be out again."

Lopez knows: he's a veteran of this 2O-year struggle
and director of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center.
Along with conservativism's national ascendancy,
general support for reform efforts is evaporating.
Moreover, Chicago teachers anticipate an extended,
three- to six-month strike next year based on Gover-
nor Edgar's meager budget. Marcos Vilar underlines
the drive towards privatization and community con-
trol by the Republicans who now dominate all
branches of state government. Illinois Republicans
plan to reduce federal and state money available to
Chicago schools next year.

The community's involvement at Clemente has
made possible dramatic and often successful changes.
"We have enemies at the Board of Education," Vilar
muses, "because the work we do makes them work
harder." The Chicago Board of Education forced
the Satellite program back on campus last fall, citing
liability issues. (Having hopefully cleared that hurdle,
the Satellite returns to its two off-campus sites this
spring.) Irma Romero places the Clemente effort in
the larger political drama: "I see myself contributing
to the community. Clemente is like an anchor to
stop the gentrification process" that threatens to
overrun West Town with yuppies and artists.

Will the new Clemente ultimately accomplish its
mission? Or will the school become an interesting
oddity among restructuring attempts? How does
reform work, and what kinds of change are worth-
while? Go visit Clemente. Ask the people who work
there and hear the voices of its next graduates. J

Douglas Spalding teaches ninth-grade conceptual phys-
ics at Balboa High School in San Francisco. He is a
member of Prairie Fire Organizing Committee.
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vf FEBRUARY 1995,
Frontline released

School Colors, a two-and-
a-half hour documentary,

to mark the 25TH anniver-
sary of Brown Vs. the Board

of Education. The video crew
had spent an entire school

year at Berkeley High School
following a few students from

class to class, attending school
functions, and capturing on

video daily life in a very unusual
high school. * , „ s ,
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They tried to assess the results of desegregation in the first
high school in the nation to voluntarily desegregate. The
result? A program that emphasized a climate of racial separa-
tion and tension and that reported many conflicts among
students, teachers, administrators, and parents. What it didn't
do was give viewers a full picture of what was going on within
the diverse high school population.

Breakthrough (leaded to focus on this portrayal of i lie state
of racial issues in education because we believe that racism is,
indeed, probably the single most important issue in education
today. A.s a common ground for discussion, therefore, this
documentary is valuable. We. interviewed three teachers at
Berkeley High School—Hodarl Davis, Regina Segura, and
Annie Johnston—for the following review.

HODARI DAVIS

Prominently featured in the film, Hodari Davis has taught at
Berkeley High for three years in the African-American Studies
and History Departments and has just completed his masters
degree. Since School Colors has been shown, Davis has ken
relegated to teaching ninth-grade required classes, eliminating
him. from the African-American Studies program,

T he goal of School Colors was to entertain. It was sensation-
alized, aiming to capture attention. They wanted to

prove that integration hadn't worked. Using BHS as their
prime example, they went about proving just that point. By
putting together little sound bites, they carefully orchestrated
die response they wanted to foster, and it worked.

For example, in a class they were filming, I posed integra-
tion as a white supremacist construct. The class was very
diverse, 60 percent female, with seven to ten Black students,
one Cbicano/Latino student, one white, and live Asian stu-
dents. They had an incredible metaphysical discussion look-
ing at the psychology of it. The students were super intelligent
and extremely articulate. But the filmmakers; chose not to
show the real character of the discussion where the students
ripped on integration and segregation, because it was exactly
the opposite of what they were trying to prove.

Desegregation was a noble purpose. It was principled in its
attempts to emphasize human lights and to get all human
beings considered equal people. In the context of its goals and
ambitions, what it aspired to be was beautiful. But I don't
believe that integration took into account the extreme and
extraordinary significance of how colonized people are in
America. 1 am speaking specifically of people who arc power-
less in America, and have their destinies controlled by other
people. Black people in America have a colonized mentality.
This comes from many factors: the legacy of slavery, the
treatment of Black people by whites, the intense fear and
ignorance that Black people have about white people which
combines with an intense admiration that Black people have
for white culture.

Integration, in many ways, meant that Black people aban-
doned the Black commun ity. We left our stores, our mom and
pop restaurants and Black people ate at Denny's even though
they arc known to diss Black people. The Montgomery buses
were boycotted instead of buying our own bus companies. We

didn't have any more power when we got to the front of
the bus.

Most integration at BHS is for show. They say some
of the classes are heterogeneous, but who is in control of
that? I grew up in public schools. My experience was like
this one in that Black students lived in the Black commu-
nity aiixl white students lived in the white community.
But there weren't many Black teachers on the faculty—
only one or two. All the coaches were white. So, of
course, was the principal. There were a lot of Black
students in the freshman and sophomore year, but you
didn't graduate with those you came in with. In the
upper division honors classes I would be one of the only
Black people in the class. I didn't have any maj ority Black
classes in high school. There were majority Black classes
but they were all low division. BHS has many more Black
faculty than average. But only the African-American
Studies Department offers academically challenging
classes that are a majority Blade

Public school education is for the public. Yet the
"integrated" schools agenda is set up by a rich, powerful
section of the public. What Black students value most at
BHS is the African-American Studies Department, or
elements of it, more than any other program of the
school. The only oilier competition is the Athletic De-
partment.

Cultural pluralism is a critical issue for public schools.
Schools need to stop placing such an emphasis on the
concept of the melting pot. It is one of the things
responsible for American hypocrisy. BHS is the only
school making a real attempt to break that down. It
would be a real shame if those people who are out to
destroy cultural pluralism gain control.

I think Black male students need all Black male
schools. They need schools where there is a lot of
discipline, and a lot of training and emphasis on physical,
mental, and emotional growth and development, with
mentors and teachers who focus on Black male growth
and development. There also need to be Black female
academies, which need to be operated in that same
framework. They should be separated, but come to-
gether in different functions.

Black males need intensive attention, to be pulled
aside. They really need it for the benefit of the Black
community. If they are not pulled aside the whole
community is in jeopardy. Tod many brorhers killing
each other or winding up dead of all sorts of things, from
AIDS to murder to drugs. The Black male experience is
quite different from what white males have to deal with
in this society. America has to stop acting as if everything
is all equal, because it is not equal. If America is goingto
continue to be a separatist country that is going to claim
to be integrationist it is going to continue doing damage.

People can't understand the difference between sepa-
'ration arid segregation. People separate themselves ev-
eryday . When white.students abandon inner-city schools
for private schools no one complains about separation.
No one yells about integration.
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Segura, back row, second
left, pictured with students

ia Berkeley High's Chicano/
Latina Mentor Program.

il^F''" REGlM SEGURA

Segura is the director of the Chicano Studies Program at
Berkeley High, which she helped to build, She has organizedfmenn
and students to challenge the lack ofinclusiveness in the curriculum,
the lack of ChicanolLatino teachers, and the lack of resources and
programs to deal with aj^ percent dropout rate among Chicano/
Latino students who make up 10 percent of the student body.

The show was a very negative portrayal of race relations,
basically showing that integration is not working in a

district well known for its commitment to integration. I think
the lack of integration at BHS reflects what is going on in the
larger society. In fact, what is going on at BHS is further along
than in many other places. The irony is that the video showed
that students were really aware of race issues, arid they were
conscious of their commitment to their own people. The
students were very articulate, yet they weren't allowed to explore

| both the positive as well as the negative sides of the situation.
The students feel that they are living with each other in the
school. Whether that is happening on an equal basis is an issue.

I, too, was interviewed several times. But my comments were
contrary to the overall message, so they were edited out as well.

There's been a lot of talk devoted to separate programs like
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Chicano and African-^
tinually ask why they'r
education. Ideally these issues, the ones that relate to
our students' own heritage, would be integrated into
the curriculum. If there were teachers and adminis-
trators from those backgrounds, they would be
there, and there would be less need for creating
separate spaces. But neither the teachers nor . e
administrators are there in significant numbers.

There are so many studies that show th at if people
Mel good about themselves, if they can identify with
others who have made significant contributions to
society, then it becomes more possible for them to
imagine themselves doing similar things.

But there are also other reasons to have classes
specific to certain ethnicities and experiences. It is
very icibortant to have a place to learn about who
yo; arc. You cannot respect others if you do not
respect yourself. And it's very hard to respect this
country when you learn that the land you are stand-
ing on was taken Irorn your people by force and thar
even that fact is relegated to a couple of paragraphs
in a textbook. It is an insult to the students' intelli-
gence to think they are just going to accept the
ignoring of that history.

Students need to understand their history not
in a romanticized way but in a way that really
looks at the issues and struggles of the past and
which can then help them understand the paral-
lels which are goii g o today. Sdj .^'..sses need
to address the specific tieeds of this population,
like Spanish for native speakers. Other classes should
really be interesting to people of all ethnicities be-
cause the issues and history concern us all. We set
up schools to meet institutional needs, not our
children's needs—otherwise we would not set up
45-minute blocks separating English, history, and
art. Instead we would look at the whole integrated
picture—like how does war inspire literature, affect
children's art, and impact common people. We
would also connect to their whole lives, to their
parents and their community.

Students trudge through school and finally the
last bell rings and freedom/Outside of school they are
more grounded, responsible, and less defensive.
They put on armor when they come to school, to
protect themselves from their peers, the faculty, and
the whole daily barrage. School is like a fingernail
scratching a chalkboard. They flee this place in all
kinds of ways. T/iey do whatever it takes to get into
a different environment. They lead such schizo-
phrenic lives between what goes on at home and
what happens at school.

Kids rebel because they feel trapped, and then
they get punished for inappropriate behavior. Some
consciously try to find other options, but many
don't know how. Independent study is the most
common route for white students. Black and Latino

students tend to get sent to East Campus or get pushed out
of school altogether.

Why are they so alienated from school? Simple: it's a place
that tells them they are stupid. In class after class they face
low teacher expectation. For instance, there's the issue of
tracking. Let me tell you a story of my own life. One of my
friends went to take an IQ test to see if she could get into the
gifted and talented track. She dragged me along to the library
for the test. I took it and got my score a few weeks later. She
went off to be in the gifted and talented group and I missed
being ;'brigl V, 3 points. I was devastated. I was not gifted.
I got really turned off from school. I got much more creative,
but I was always : i .:.:... by the evaluation that said I
wasn't as bright as she. Testing is really a complex process;
so many things go into the results^-whether they ate break-
fast, whether they're under stress, whether they got any sleep
the night before.

There is no wayyou can pick up the many different talents
that these kids have. We are doing a huge disservice to our
society by not allowing these kids to develop their talents. It
is ridiculous to tell any kid that they are not smart when you
know nothing about them. They know they have been
labeled, and they resent it. What r . i _ en t society we would
have if we were really looking to tap into and develop their
talents and all their different types of intelligences. We
would work both with them individually and with their
families to bring out their strengths.

Instead the high school is really very alienating to parents.
It is not very welcoming, from the physical structure to the
initial contact, which is usually when your kid is in trouble.
Even trying to find information or talk to someone is very
difficult. The school gives lip service to parent involvement,
but it doesn't really respect so many of the parents.

Parent involvement is an essential aspect of a successful
school. Lack ,:;:' representational parent input is immediately
noticeable. Schools have to strive to include parents that are
traditionally marginalized, such as those whose first lan-
guage is not English. They must take the time to do
presentations to these parents regard!: J:- g mtion require-
ments, the structure of the school, re, - ; j •. : •--.•> available, etc.
They must find ways to empower these parents within the
school governing structures.

That's what we've been trying to do with our Chicano
studies program. We're empowering the parents as well as
the students / [though Chicano/Latinos are less than 10
percent of the student body, they have had tremendous
impact when they've focused on the high dropout rate, the
unacceptable D-F rate, and gang-related issues. With the
support of these parents, the Committee for Chicano/
Latino Academic and Social Success at BHS was able to
create and incorporate a wide variety of academic classes and
many additional support programs and student organiza-
tions that could address these dismal statistics and problems
in a proactive fashion.

These efforts were not included in the PBS documentary,
and, more importantly, are not at all as valued within the
overall school community as they ought to be. In order for
our schools to truly meet the needs of the students and
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communities we serve, such programs should be
hailed, honored, and held up as examples rather than
shunted to the side and ignored.

ANNIE JOHNSTON

Annie Johnston has taught for four years in the History
Department at BHS. She has focused on detrackingand
integrating the ninth-grade world history and English
curriculums, creating alternative programs within the
school, and working with clubs around multicultural,
women's, and lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues.

Throughout the video there echoed a rather
plaintive wail—"Why can't we all just eat lunch

together?" As if that would solve anything! Many
students were insulted by the implication that if
they do not socialize together they are somehow
promoting segregation. "Nam and I are best bud-
dies in class," said Leticia. "We like working to-
gether. But our scenes are really different. We respect
and learn from each other a lot, and we like working
together. But that doesn't mean we have to eat lunch
together."

Traditionally, many people believed that equal
access to education would be the motive force for
change in racial power dynamics. But where large
numbers of white students attend public schools
there are generally few students of color, and vice
versa. Berkeley High is unusual in that it serves such
a diverse set of communities. Tracking is the typical
answer for such a situation—the upper-class stu-
dents receive a high track college-bound education,
and the majority of Black and Chicano/Latino stu-
dents are stuck in lower tracks and slowly pushed
out. While the PBS filmmakers addressed tracking,
they largely argued that separate programs for differ-
ent groups within the student body promote racial
tension. They confused programs designed to coun-
teract the impact of racism, like African-American
studies, with segregation.

A few students' experiences were highlighted as if
they were representative. But the vast majority of
students at BHS felt misrepresented. Black students
were appalled that some of the few classes in which
they felt truly comfortable and respected (African-
American studies classes) were presented as separat-
ist and therefore segregationist, while their own
negative experiences as the only Black students in
upper track classes were wholly ignored.

Tracking takes place within schools and between
schools. Schools are funded by property taxes, which
means a community with high property values re-
quires only a 2 or 3 percent tax to raise a very high per
student appropriation. But communities with low
property values must tax themselves at a rate of 8—10
percent and still achieve a lower per student appro-
priation. Very few states, like California, take all the

property taxes for schools and deliver them through
the state to districts based on average daily atten-
dance. But even with this leveling, individual dis-
tricts like Berkeley can raise extra money through
local bond issues.

The truth is that without the resources of the
largely white middle class in Berkeley, BHS would
offer many fewer options. With more power and
determined to ensure that their children follow in
their footsteps, this community is usually the voice
teachers and administration listen to most. And so
did PBS. To keep those upper-middle-class parents
and resources, BHS is committed to maintaining its
high tracks. Yet as a liberal bastion, it must at least
attempt to meet the needs of Black, Chicano/Latino,
immigrant, and other marginalized students who fill
the lower tracks.

Berkeley High's programs that empower students
of color are truly unique. The African-American
Studies Department and Chicano Studies Program
were fought for and created by students, parents,
and teachers. While they create a critical safe haven
and an educational resource for the communities
they serve, they also open up tremendous possibili-
ties to white students, providing access to teachers,
discussions, materials, and world views rarely acces-
sible in any other format.

I teach ninth-grade untracked world history classes
at BHS, and I watch children struggle to learn about
and with each other. Knowing so little of each
other's realities and cultures, it is not easy. But
without this practical, hands-on experience of each
other, how will they begin to understand other
perspectives? American society is segregated, and the
experiences of children of color differ vastly from
those of white middle-class children. There are few
places our children can learn about the realities
beyond their own communities in a daily and per-
sonal way besides the public schools.

It is ironic that in an era in which integration of
the schools is no longer even considered an achiev-
able goal, even by the Supreme Court (who just
ruled that court-ordered busing to achieve integra-
tion should cease), Frontline would come out with
a documentary arguing that it won't work anyway.
It is strange that so much public air time would be
devoted to showing the difficulties of urban educa-
tion today, as if schools exist in a vacuum. The real
question is not whether kids get along but how we
are going to really educate our children. PBS ignored
successful examples of school reform as it did com-
munity control. In fact, if PBS had explored how the
African-American Studies and Chicano Studies pro-
grams had been started—by parent and student
activism—and their impact on the students who
utilize them—overwhelmingly positive—we would
have a positive example of communities forcing that
institution to deal with their children's needs. Q



Peggy Orenstein is the author 0/SchoolGirls: Young Women, Self-Esteem,
and the Confidence Gap, in association with the American Association of
University Women (Doubleday, 1004, $23.50 hardback).

In lopi, the American Association of University Women (AA UW) issued the
report, "Shortchanging Girls, Shortchanging America, "summarizing the results of
its survey of3,000 boys and girls between the ages of a and 15. Its assertions—that
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girls' self-esteem plummets at adolescence, and that boys
get preferential treatment in the classroom—hit the
headlines. Peggy Orenstein, a San Francisco Bay Area-
based journalist and former editor at Mother Jones,
took notice. Her book, SchoolGirls: Young Women,
Self-Esteem, and the Confidence Gap, published in
September 1994, gives a human face to the AA UW's
statistical study. For a year, Orenstein attended classes
at two middle schools in northern California and
followed a group of teenage girls from the schools
through their day-to-day lives. She chose two schools on
opposite ends of the economic scale: the suburban
"Weston" Middle School, attended by mostly white
middle-class students, and the'urban "Audubon "Middle
School, with mostly low-income students of color.

What did she find? That girls—especially the white
and Latina girls—did indeed suffer from a lack of self-
esteem. Her classroom observations also confirmed the
AAUWstudy, finding that even well-meaningteachers
favored boys, for example by callingon them more often.
Orenstein found that, at the critical stage of adoles-
cence, even smart, articulate girls held back, lacking the
confidence to speak up in class.

The African-American girls Orenstein got to know,
on the other hand, while frequently lacking confidence

in their academic abilities, did
not fall short on self-esteem.

;s«isWJ-*ft:?B3w ? Orenstein speculates that the
•'-•::«-isS;:;;y-'="v:;::.-i- cultural and historical role of
^i^:;-:*;- j:f S''::v:i strong, independent African-
''i'';*:^.::':":iti:;.'.:'v :̂SS!:;; American women helps young
•£z££!---f*;5jA&~ girls feel positive about them-
'•'••• '••• ••::%•. •$$. :.:j ,;•-{3 '•:-..: selves. Yet girls of all ethnic back-

f-v; V ! > : t-;; • grounds struggled with their
• ;';:';:-';;;;f;:/ S:\>;S:" developing sexuality and un-

^vCSv ,Vj;Ss equal relationships with boys.
fS'||K;SKW Breakthrough met with
;S8i-SS>WS: P£ggy Orenstein in January 1005
y^SSS^R to discuss her observations and
;;i Wi:Ss ;j|';;i: experiences in the classrooms and
yS&M^f'': in writing the book.

Breakthrough: Could you ex-
plain why you think self-esteem
is such an important issue for
girls, and why you worried in
the beginning that focusing on
self-esteem might imply that ob-
taining personal happiness was
more important than creating
social change?
Peggy Orenstein: I wrestled
with that a lot. I still wrestle
with it, because I think the
notion of self-esteem is so per-
verted—what it means and
who defines it. But you have
to examine where kids get their

:
' '

ideas of what is important and what makes them feel
good about themselves.

It was hard for me to define what self-esteem
meant for me, because I don't feel I have a great deal
of it myself. I tried to understand why, for women in
particular, a kind of impostor syndrome develops.
What people say to me is, you know, lots of women
do just fine—and they do. But even if you are
politically minded and advanced, you can still have
this feeling, because of early training or the culture's
view of women, that what you have achieved is false
and that you can never be satisfied with your accom-
plishments. And your failures are over-generalized
and cut more deeply. Too many women fall into that
and end up depressed and suicidal. What I was
seeing with girls was that beauty was so important
for their self-esteem. So, if they were beautiful, they
felt great about themselves. In that case, what good
is self-esteem?

SchoolsGirls\s an exploration of not only the lives
of a handful of girls, but also my own, and the forces
that shaped me and that continue to shape me. I
really want it to be read that way. I hope women will
think about their own lives and understand why they
can't raise their hand in a meeting now or that kind
of thing. I keep saying that because I am fighting the
way that the book has been perceived by the press,
which is that it is for parents of eighth-grade girls. It
is great for parents of eighth-grade girls, but it is
actually written for a much broader audience.

BT: One of the things an African-American girl said on
that program about Berkeley High, School Colors—
and I wonder if this relates to the impact of racism on
the self-esteem of African-American girls—is thatwhen
she walks into a classroom she has to prove herselfbefon
she gets taken seriously. To me, that is very related to
self-esteem, especially for girls—the idea that you have
to be willing to prove yourself.
PO: That's part of the reason, for African-American
girls, that their sense of themselves academically
drops. Black girls, according to the stats, initiate
more contact with their teachers than anyone, and
they get rebuffed more than anyone. So, unlike
white girls, they're talking, but no one's listening. In
a lot of communities, school is where Black girls (and
boys) really have their first and main interactions
with the dominant culture: usually the teachers, the
administrators, the counselors are white, and they
don't live in the communities where they teach.

There's a lot of cultural conflict that happens, the
kids get alienated, they start seeing success as "acting
white." And teachers, whether consciously or uncon-
sciously, often have lower expectations for African-
American kids, which become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
There's a guy at Stanford named Claude Steele who's
doing groundbreaking research in that area.

There was a girl at Weston, an African-American



girl, who sort of summed it up for me. We were sitting around one day talking about why
there had never been a woman president. One of the girls, who was white, said, "I think
women are too emotional to be president: if there was a war they'd just fall apart." Another
white girl said, "I think guys wouldn't vote for a woman president." Then Sandy, this
African-American girl, said with a big smile, "I'm going to be the first woman and the first
Black president!" Still smiling she added, "And I'm going to be assassinated!" I was
dumbstruck. Still smiling, she said, "Yeah, you think they'd let a Black woman be
president? They'd kill me for sure, but what a way to go!"

I thought, there you have it: her sense of her potential, her awareness of the limits society
places on her. I think it's significant, too, that this was about being president. The great
American myth, the basis of the dream, is that every little boy can grow up and be
president—it's not true, of course, but that's the myth. And girls know it's not for them.

BT: What were the things that struck you the most about the differences and similarities between
the white girls and the African-American and Latina girls?
PO: Well, the differences are so huge. I would get so depressed when I went to the schools
with the low-income kids. I was so disheartened by the way we do not provide those kids
with what they need and then we blame them for it.

It was interesting that the girls in the middle-class school were very curious about the
girls in the low-income school, but the reverse was not true. The low-income girls j ust could
not have cared less about the suburban white girls, but the suburban white girls were
always talking about how the low-income girls were all very violent. They worried about
me going there. They would ask me if those kids were bad and if they were all in gangs
and that kind of thing. That was unfortunate, because you can see that as they grow
up, they are just going to keep splitting. There is no common ground for those two
populations to meet at all, even at 13.

The body image thing was a big difference and I was fascinated by that, especially with
the African-American girls. I talk in the book about one of the girls, Dashelle, a very big
African-American girl who pulls herself up by the bootstraps and starts doing really well
in school. I kept thinking if she were a white girl living in the suburbs, just the fact that she
is big—she would call it fat, if she were living in the suburbs—would probably be enough
to devastate her and her , . ...,V: .,..,..,.,,,,;.,.,,,.-,,,,.,..,.:,-;:.•.,.,:-,.,,-=•..•>•.
intelligence. S h e would ; . . : ; : « • : : • : : ; •., :4 :;: v. ,v ; : . ; ; • • , • : • ; . : S
just be sitting there think- ' • • : -• ••-,•• "X ' • : ̂  ', •-'-'•':'''.. : '•->'• •-•]. - - ' . ' ; • ' : : •• • • , '••'• • = - >
ing, "I am fat, I am fat, I :
am fat." For Dashelle, big- K; -
ness was strength and |;rf
power. She called it being LT
healthy and sort of looked If
at me like I was from Mars i
when I suggested that it R
might be a problem. ;

I think that suburban
white girls—and I think ;;.;/



the same is true of adults—do not see what they have to learn
from girls like Dashelle: the lessons of strength, power, self-
sufficiency, and assertiveness. I think some of those girls at
Audubon should be leading seminars for the girls at Weston.

BT: What about sex?
PO: Girls in both schools were wrestling with issues about
sexuality and victimization. It is really perverse: we don't want
girls to be victims and yet we tell them there is no healthy way
to express their sexuality. It is difficult for girls to assert
themselves. I have been going around the country a lot,
promoting my book. There are always a couple of middle-
school or high-school girls who come to readings. I wrote a
whole chapter in the book on sex, but talking to them has
made me wish I'd written about it even more.

BT: An open discussion of sexuality is still socially taboo—even
though sex is so dominant in the media, the movies, advertising—

everywhere we look. A lot of people think that
v " 3:-S:;;: \ :• adolescent girls are too young to be talking

; - ;3:333'333£ and thinking about sex (we only have to
• ; ; ; ! ; ; ; 333' 33333: remember the firing ofjoycelyn Elders for her

3333 endorsement of masturbation). What do you
•;=3:?3: think?
3333 PO: I had not really expected to write
3333 about sex, because these girls are 13 and I
33:33 thought it would happen later; same with
3333 body image. Silly me. Because 13 is when
31333 they are forming their ideas about sexual-
3333 ity. When I was a girl, there was room for
333.3 experimentation—you could do the base
335:3 thing, you could kiss and then you could
3333 progress to second base. But the older girls
3333 were telling me that now you go from
3333 kissing to intercourse and there is not much
3:3.33 in-between. The emphasis on intercourse
: 3333 has totally gotten out of hand. Sex is always
:;333; so hard to talk about. I tried, when I was
!:;'::;V::;:::|i.: going around the country, to really make
3333 this a strong part of the talk, but people
!:3:3S3 really act funny when you talk about girls
:;;:::;33 and sex. I think the whole issue of girls'
3338 sexual desire, whether you are talking about
3 3 H3: it with parents or you are talking about it in
3333 sex education curricula, is just taboo. We
;f;;;30 don't want kids, particularly girls, to expe-
333.;:0 rience sexual pleasure. And that is terribly
::3|r;g unhealthy for a society.
•:: i: ;3- ;• I expected that that part of my book would
3.3:33 be attacked. I expected to be hung out to dry
• • v : : : • • : : : : : on that and in fact, it has been completely
3= 3 3;i ignored. It has never been brought up, except,
3333 in my favorite review, which was the reviewin
1111 the LA Weekly.

.333= BT: Girls are becoming sexualized so early.
3:3*3: You want young girls to feel comfortable



aiwzrf their bodies, but you wonder how that will be possible given
the distorted images that surround them.
PO: What has happened is this increasing sexualization of
women's bodies in the MTV way. I can't believe that I am
always attacking MTV—I feel like Tipper Gore! But I look at
MTV, which is supposed to be representing hip, right? It is
supposed to be cool, it is supposed to be counter-cultural, it
rocks the vote, it has all these positive messages, and yet,
overwhelmingly what you see are these misogynist,
oversexualized, objectified images of women over and over
and over. So misogyny gets mixed in as being part of progres-
sive politics. What it develops for women is a sexuality that is
constantly looking at how men see them. That is constantly
objectifying themselves and asking not "Do I desire?" but
"Am I desirable?" That is how girls learn to see sex. And so it
is completely disconnected from their own feelings; it is
completely disconnected from their own self.

BT: What about child abuse and incest? Did you see any evidence
of that? Were teachers or administrators talking about it?
PO: Yeah, absolutely. It was in both schools. There were a lot
of problems with older boys in families sexually abusing step
sisters. I didn't end up writing about this, but there was one
class where a child protection services worker came to talk.
The kids were stunned to learn that in California, you can only
hit a kid with an open hand. These kids said things like, "You
mean you can't whip a kid with a belt? You mean they could
put my dad in jail for that?" But then she started talking about
sexual abuse, and several kids started reacting in weird ways.
At a certain point one girl took a pocket mirror out of her bag
and just started staring in it. She started putting on lipstick
over and over like she was trying to stare herself right through
the mirror. It was really clear that there were kids in that class
who were sexually abused.

BT: It has become very popular for critics of feminism to say that
feminists are actuallypromoting the victimization of women and
girls. In fact, Christina Hoff Sommers (author of Who Stole
Feminism?) wrote recently in the Wall Street Journal that "A
politicizedAAUWhas effectively used its own advocacy research
to promote the myth of a pervasive demoralizing bias against
schoolgirls. It has created a cult of the persecuted girl-child among
feminist writers. " What do you make of this new strategy of attack
against feminism? Is there any validity to the claim? How do we
address the oppression of women—-pervasive and ugly as it can
be—without creating the expectation among girls and women
that we are destined to be oppressed and violated?
PO: Crying PC is a way to shut people up and I think that that
is all it is. I think that it is always really important to acknowledge
and celebrate women's progress and the wonderful things that
we have won through the women's movement, but to ignore
areas where there has not been progress and to ignore that
there is so much left to fight for is foolhardy. At worse, it is just
propaganda for the right. I think Christina Hoff Sommers is
nothing but propaganda for the right and you see it in who has
been celebrating her book: the National Review and Rush
Limbaugh.

: :

1
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BT: In SchoolGirls, you tell the story ofBecca, whose
mother felt extremely oppressed by her husband, and yet
she didn 't leave the relationship. As a result, Becca lost
all hope for the possibility of an equal, happy relation-
ship with a man. Critics might say that Becca's hopeless-
ness was brought on by feminism, harping on the
oppression of women by men.
PO: What Becca didn't have was a sense of an ability
to fight back against some of these things, which
is what girls need. It's not to be told that this stuff
doesn't exist, so just ignore it and you can succeed
anyway, but if faced with oppression, you can fight
back.

BT: Some critics say that you and the AAUW are
exaggerating genderdiscrimination in the schools. What
do you have to say in response?
PO: One of the things that has been really great is
how warmly my book has been received—it has
gotten almost zero negative press. Sommers at-
tacked me in the Wall Street Journal and said that
really the problem in schools is that boys cannot
read and are dropping out. I thought, first of all,
how unfortunate that somebody has to see this as
an either/or. If we talk about girls' problems, then
we are somehow denying or dismissing that boys
have problems.

That is really not the case. A lot of the kinds of
problems that people attribute to boys, when you
look at it closer, are not really male problems—like
dropping out. Whereas something like twice as
many boys as girls who drop out go back and get
GEDs, girls are much more likely to end up in
poverty. So in fact, girls who drop out are going to
drop further. Just think, about 50 percent of Latina
girls have been dropping out. So there are gender
issues, which does not mean that male dropping out
is not a big problem, but you had better look at the
reasons and the differences for girls, too.

BT: What was most shocking to you?
PO: I was shocked by how the boys felt they could
touch the girls anyway they wanted. I was surprised
by how much more intense and how much more
dominating the boys were, how much more their
comments were geared towards dominating, than
they were when we were young. I was shocked by the
ways girls struggled with their sexuality, although, I
guess I shouldn't have been. And I was really shocked
that the body image stuff—the obsession with body
image and thinness and the kind of dangerous
attitudes towards food and eating—was affecting
younger girls. That was something that I hoped
would recede and it j ust seems to be getting stronger.

BT: What can people do to change this situation?
Teaching about women's issues is just one part of it.
PO: I think it has to be a community process. It can't

be just up to teachers, it can't be just up to admin-
istrators, it can't be just up to the government. I
think legislation is the least of helpful things, in a
way. Not that it should not be there. I think one of
the really great things in the last chapter is when the
kids get into chronicling sexual harassment in their
school. It was really interesting to watch, because it
got both boys and girls really engaged and concerned
about how they could be active participants in
reforming their school.

A real problem is that when teachers are being
trained there are no mandatory courses for them on
any of this. I think that when teachers are learningto
be teachers, they need to be required to look at
gender discrimination issues. Otherwise, it kind of
depends on them to be aware—maybe they have
read a book on it, maybe they haven't, maybe they
know where to go to get math and science curricula
that are more gender fair and culturally fair, maybe
they don't.

BT: What about single-sex education? Sometimes I
think if I could send my daughters to a single-sex school
it would be really great for them.
PO: I have mixed feelings about it. Some women
who have gone to single-sex schools say that it was
the greatest experience of their lives. Then other
women say, "My life was ruined because of single-
sex schools; those girls were so mean." But there is a
lot of research that shows that girls who go to all-
girls' schools are more likely to go into non-tradi-
tional fields, that they are more likely to be leaders in
the corporate world.

But there are problems. My interest when I was
writing ScboolGirlswas that if you do not change the
way that the boys look at this stuff, then it is hard to
change things. The value of coeducation is that you
can encourage boys to examine some of this stuff,
and just for a minute consider themselves not in the
middle of the universe. That is a valuable lesson for
them. While it can be great for individual girls to be
at all-girls' schools, it does not really, in the end, help
in a kind of global way.

BT: Do you feel hopeful that things will change?
PO: I wrote SchoolGirls in the Year of the Woman,
so it seemed a lot more hopeful at that time. As with
all progressive political issues right now, you just
have to keep pushing. It is not just about education,
it is about how we are raising our girls, it is about
supporting girls' clubs and all of the different places
outside of school where girls are also being educated
and where there are a lot of other kind of opportu-
nities. Programs that are helping pregnant and
parenting girls. It is a hard time not to feel hopeless,
but at the same time it seems like people who have
kind of been sitting on their butts for a long time are
getting active and that is exciting. J



It would be easier for me to be open about my
lesbian parents, my lesbian moms, if teachers would
talk to kids about lesbian arid gay parents. And they
would tell them that they're not bad. Or that lesbian
and gay people and straight people are equal. And
that they shouldn't tease other people who decide to
"come out of the closet"about their parents.

—Eleanor Gerber-Siff, age 8

\ DAUGHTER SARAH WILL SOON BE FOUR.

i She knows I'm gay, and that gay means, as
sheputs it, "who love men who love men." She hangs
out in bed with my partner and me (we're very good
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at sandwich hugs). She feels comfortable about her
family, which extends beyond the three of us to
include six other adults and four other kids. She
considers the other kids her brothers and sisters.

Her p re-school, however, where she spends most
ofjher waking hours, is another matter. It's a very

open and tolerant environment. They make a
point of teaching respect for cultural diversity.

But, although I'm sure a lot of talk about
mommies and daddies goes on there, 1

doubt that she gets much conscious rein-
forcement for having a gay dad, or two

,;.™, dads, or four moms and four dads. I
suspect that the only time kids

hear anything about families
'|! with lesbian or gay parents is

|-':|f. when Sarah brings in a book
• ' . ; • • ( L i from home.
.:::: p And I worry about
• H ; : : ; what's going to happen
;••• vpSi;;;: 4§f as she gets older. Why?
j : ; ; - ''•'• .P. /; i f Take a look at the books

•'::•.• ;'•':>; 4?I:;S3J in any elementary
:^: :: ;;;^ v i 'Sf school classroom or li-
;<rUjJ;7;'S:;S;;? brary. No doubt they
M;V;L•5;:n:':':tf.;.' have the complete works
•;;;:;S: :;;.;^: of the Berenstain Bears
B;}:;v/;-w (which for some reason

most children adore). These books offer an unrepen-
tant heterosexual nuclear family (albeit a bear fam-
ily) in which gender roles are rigid enough to win
them an award from the Traditional Values Coali-
tion. Papa Bear is strong and (he thinks) smart, if in
reality an inept doofus. Mama bear cooks and cleans,
and is generally responsible for keeping the house
together, physically and emotionally. She's a MOM
with a capital "M." Brother bear has a tree house,
sister bear always wears a bow in her hair. There's]
always some moral struggle going on, but it's always
within a narrow "acceptable"—read straight—con-
text. Clearly, neither Sarah nor any of her friends are
going to get any new ideas from this source.

Every school has these books.

FOR ANOTHER REALITY CHECK, SPEND SOME TIME
on the playground of your local elementary

school, and listen. It won't be long before you hear
boys calling each other "faggot," and insulting girls
as "lesbian." In recent years, the term "gay" has
become a universal put-down. A game called Smear
the Queer is also popular: One kid suddenly attacks
another, knocking him to the ground, and then runs
away shouting "Fag."

Homophobia starts early, often as early as first
grade. Some teachers don't see anything wrong with
it. Others are themselves uncomfortable discussing

left: drawing by Max Forman-Mullin
below: drawing by Jessica Wirth

a ..,,.. v ^«i:a^±^i !
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the subject, so they ignore it. Still others think it's an
important issue to deal with but are unsure of how
to approach it. So they limit their response to a
simple "I don't want to hear you using those words"
without explaining the words or why they're hurtful.
Not surprisingly, this isn't very effective. ,

Up through second grade, most kids don't even,
know what the words mean. Maybe they're aware
that they have something to do with sex, which, is
generally considered disgusting. And then again,
maybe not. Lenore Gordon, an elementary school
teacher, wrote in an article in Rethinking'Schoolsthat
"one ten-year-old who frequently called others 'fag-
got' told me that the word meant 'female dog.' A
twelve-year old said that a lesbian is a 'Spanish Jew."'
But even young kids know that words like "faggot"
and "dyke" are insulting and can hurt people's
feelings. That's why they use them. '„*'

By the time kids get into third or fourth grade,
they have learned to focus anti-gay insults on school-
mates who cross the gender boundaries of accepted/
behavior. In some instances it may boil down to the
old standards: boys being called sissies if they cry of
like dolls. Girls being made fun of if they don't meet
the current "femme" standards. Other times it's
more subtle. Tomboys, while not wholeheartedly
approved of, are tolerated. Girls can earn a certain
measure of respect by being tough and hanging with
the guys. Boys and even fathers are learning that it's
good to show emotion and some degree of emo-:
tional vulnerability. But when does this cross the
line and become a weakness? In their heart of hearts
they might not care or even have some leanings: in:

that direction. But the social pressure is enormous.
How many times do boys tell each other not to play
with girls? Or call other guys gay when they can't
throwthe ball? Their "crime" quite precisely: "They're
acting like girls." It's clear that, while schools -may
have a few books about girls who drive trucks or are
into sports, the basic assumptions about who girls
are, who boys are, and who they ought to be, are not
being challenged.

ANY TEACHERS WOULD LIKE TO FIND A WAY

to break down these rigid gender lines, to ;
treat girls and boys more equally. But it's a daunting
task. Whether it's academics or behavior, sports or
play, the assumptions of what is girl behavior and
what is "natural" for boys are deeply entrenched.
Even teachers who want to be better see nothing
wrong with encouraging the boys in competitive
sports while the girls are left out to play other games.
Boys who don't like sports either go along and
"evolve" or get left out as well. Within the classroom
traditional behavior goes on as well (see interview
with Peggy Orenstein on p. 25). : : .:

Then too, part of the impact of the backlash
against feminism is the re-assertion of the irnpor-

tance of recognizing flic differencel^twtfiri boys and
girls. Studies aboundvNow they're talking about the
differences;between male and female brains. Obvi-:

Ously, there are physiological differences. And I'm
sure hormones have some effect on how boys and
girls behave. But why/should : they be treated as
though they were two different species? Why should
there be a rigid line? Born on one side;:.you're
expected to act like a girl; on the other,, like -a boy..

There shouldn't. This atmosphere is damaging
to kids. Like school tracking, it limits who they
irnagine they can be,: what they believe they can
accomplish.' Along: with ; history, English^ and--i4f
they're lucky—math and science, most girls learn to
think of themselves as intellectually inferior, physi-
cally inferior, and dependent on; men. Boys, on the
other handi are taught to view themselves as sinart
and capable—not such a bad thing in and of itself—

; and to get what-they want through aggression and
intimidation,

«V :ON.FRONTING THESE ASSUMPTIONS IS AN

^Hfcn^ important part of raising a generation of:
people who can liftthe U.S. out of: the fascist morass
it is sinking into. People who aren't willing to let
discrimination and oppression of any type go un-
challenged. People who believe deeply in a just and
equitable Society, a-society that demonstrates con-
cern for all,of its members, :

But to confront gender roles requires constant
vigilance. It's not the kind of thing you can expect to
change by developing a two-day lesson plan on the \. If kids are going to internalize a different

way of looking at gender, their assumptions have to
be challenged time and time again. Teachers need to
mobilize kids to take responsibility themselves to
expose discriminatory attitudes and:behaviors.

This is equally true for dealing with homophobia.
It's not that teachers go around constantly extolling
the virtues of being, straight. They don't have to.
Maintaining silence about homosexuality is all that's"
necessary. Because being straight is ̂ "normal.": It's
assumed. Being lesbian or gay is deviant. Disgusting.
Taboo. Kids get a relentless diet of images of neatly-
packaged heterosexual couples, dads in charge, moms
doing the laundry and sweeping the floor. Not so fop;
two women or two men who love each other. They:;
get the silent treatment. The message sinks: in:
lesbians and gay men are not a fit topic of cohversa-;
tion. Or worse: taunting and harassing gay people is
acceptable behavior.

Someteachers say dealing with honiophobia isn't
: fan issue for them: they don't have any kids'with gay
or lesbian parents in their classes^ But how do they
know? Alot of parents stay in the closet when dealing

: with their kids', schools. They're afraid; of the reac^
tioh's their kids will have to deal with. Besides, most
kids have a lesbian or gay family member tucked
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•>;jX away somewhere. If not a parent,
•:':%?! then an aunt or uncle, an older
: :3 brother or sister; a cousin. And

/:^if'M whether kids have gay people in
Ir^Bt their lives or not, it's a safe bet that
* • ^H they're exposed to, or participate

;5j in, anti-gay teasing on a daily basis.
™ And that teasing can be used to

undermine any close, affectionate
relationship between two boys or two

girls— relationships we should be encour-
; aging our kids to develop just as we encour-
age relationships between boys and girls..

Furthermore, some percentage of kids—
et's call it 10 percent for the sake of argu-

ment— are: themselves gay or lesbian. For some
kids, these feelings don't begin to stir until they get

older. But even at the tender age of five or six, and
certainly by eight or nine, many of them are aware
that they're "different." Some don't fit their assigned
gender roles. Others have begun to feel physically
attracted to people of the same sex. Without ever
having mentioned these feelings to anyone, nor
anyone having said anything explicit, these kids
already know there's something wrong with who
they arc. They feel isolated, confused. They hate
themselves. :

Listen, for example, to this 14-year-old boy from
Berkeley,' California, reflecting back on his second-
arid third-grade years: "I always knew that I was gay.
When r was eight or nine I would steal my mother's
Playgiri magazines and look at the pictures of men.
I also remember seeing heterosexual couples and
knowing r wasn't like that. I would get very de-
pressed about not being like other kids. Many times
I would take a kitchen knife and press it against my
chest, wondering if I should push it all the way in."
','•' For kids like this one, as well as kids whose parents
are lesbian or gay, hearing open discussion about
homosexuality, hearing their family's or their per-
sonal .feelings reflected, named, and validated is
important. They need to know that there is nothing
wrong with being gay or lesbian. And they need to
feel that school is a safe place to talk about it.

OREOVER, ALL KIDS NEED TO LEARN TO

.respect gay and lesbian people, to see them
as equals. It's, part of learning to appreciate human
diversity, and to reject all kinds of discrimination.
This is not a moral or religious debate, although it's
often couched as one by anti-gay crusaders. It may
not be obvious -when teachers see kids running
around on the playground calling each other gay
what is being set in place. But it becomes frighten-
ingly clear when the kids reach adolescence and
hormones start to run amok. When kids aren't
presented with any positive images of lesbians and
gay men, and when their homophobic slurs go

unchallenged, they grow up thinking that there's
nothing particularly wrong with teasing gay people,
discriminating against gay people, harassing gay
people; or beating the shit out of gay people.

Adolescence is hard for everyone. For lesbian and
gay youth, it's hell. According to a 1989 study by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Set-1
vices, "suicide is the leading cause of death among
gay male, lesbian, bisexual and transsexual youth."
Not automobile accidents. Not drug overdoses,
Suicide. This study found that "gay youth are two *
to three times more likely to attempt suicide than
other young people" and that as many as 30
percent of all youth suicides are committed by
lesbians and gays.

HY DO YOUNG LESBIANS AND GAY MEN WANT

to kill themselves? Because they're miser-
able. They hate their lives. They're isolated. They
have no self-esteem. No positive images, no role
models to identify with. Their families reject them,
(According to studies on the subject, some half of all
lesbian and gay youth are rejected by their parents;
one-fourth are kicked out of their homes or choose
to leave because of their parents' attitudes. Many of
them end up on the street, selling themselves to
survive, at risk for HIV infection.) Friends turn their
backs on them. They're verbally harassed and physi-
cally attacked by family members, peers in school,
even strangers. And they see no way out. This is the
harvest of the seeds planted on the kindergarten
playground.

Unfortunately, the study was suppressed by the
Bush administration. A few thousand copies were
printed, it got no significant publicity, and then it
quietly vanished. F ive years later, you' re lucky if you
can find it in a library. Its recommendations, noth-
ing more than an application of basic common
sense, would have been politically inexpedient for a
Republican president to implement (not that Clinton
has done anything about it, either). The report
urged frank, open, and positive discussion of homo-
sexuality in the classroom, and gay-positive counsel-
ing for lesbian and gay students. It said that kids
needed to be taught that there's nothing wrong with •
being lesbian or gay. Simple, straightforward. Politi-
cal dynamite.

It's not going to get any easier. Not with the
present crew in charge in Congress. Last year, even
before the Republicans took out their Contract on
America, Senator Jesse Helms sponsored an amend-
ment to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act that would have pulled federal funding from any
school that "promoted" or "encouraged" homo-
sexuality. Interpretation: talk about gay people in
the classroom, in a positive—or even neutral—way,
fail to say something negative, no federal funds. And
it gets worse. The amendment would also have ;
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denied funding to a school if a counselor told a gay
student to feel good about himself, or referred a
young lesbian to a gay-positive community service.

This language was actually approved by the Sen-
ate. A Democratic-majority Senate. It was subse-
quently superseded by an amendment offered by
Senator Edward Kennedy, denying funding to any
school that openly discussed explicit sexuality,
whether gay or straight. But given the current Re-
publican control of Congress, the original Helms
language—or worse—will probably sail through in
1995. By then, Clinton won't even feel a twinge of
guilt when he signs it into law. Similar efforts are
in progress at the state and local level around the
country.

One of the arguments
put forth by the right wing
is that talking about ho-
mosexuality means talk-
ing about sex. Really? i!??S :̂-:s '̂.;;::jsG;;:';i-:̂ :.i-J:?i!i:':;:.1
Does talking about a man W vSg•>•';¥:sas Ar^^*^^;
and a woman being mar- SS'Sr^i^^C^:';;^-^:';-.?';^
ried mean talking about ?i'^;::K-':;>i'-f^S:";f;;9^^:!;^*:::':'.-";
sex? Not necessarily. :UH¥::K^^
There is plenty that can '&K^K^y:^~^?('4('M?
be said about gay and les- SSKIS^,:':;iS5 •"..isv;g:; •.&;; :?
bian relationships with- ;;;/yil.:Syfff•?,KSGisf p;?•
out having to get into '^P^K^A^H^'-t.^i'^Li
what homosexuals do in p pss-:tSPK;B: :•..5s W::
bed. Love, affection, tak- W~^M^K&M:^'-M^:: iM
ing care of each other, ®?MMfPJSii>S^:-KH'?i:-SJ5;;:-!'
and, yes, raising children,
are perfectly tame topics
that can be broached just
as easily with two men or
two women as the pro-
tagonists as they can with
a straight couple.

And then again, why
not talk to young kids
about sex? They see the
billboards adorned with
nearly naked men and

wouldn't be spreading so : rapidly among
adults. Maybe if kids: understood; birth control,
more i4-year-old-girls could put off becoming par-
ents until they were ready. And maybe if kids,were
told that sexual attraction to people of the same sex
is natural, they wouldn't feel the need to jump in
front of a speeding car, of put a gun to their head
because they could find no other way to suppress
their feelings. • , *

It's going to be an uphill battle. But the Lesbian
and Gay Parents Association: (LGPA) project I've
been involved with for the last year has me encour-
aged about the possibilities. The LGPA has develr

oped an anti-homophobia training for elementary
school teachers and educators. Its centerpiece is-a-ro-

w o m e n - w o m e n
mostly. They sneak a peek
at the steamy MTV vid-
eos their older brothers
and sisters are watching. U.S. society is flooded with
(heterosexual) soft-porn imagery. Tune in to Oprah
orRikki Lake and sex is all they're talking about. It's
not like kids are sheltered from discussion of sex. But
what they hear is sensationalized, over-hyped. What
they need is—you should pardon the expression-
some straight talk about the subject.

But no, says the right wing. That's off limits. They
fly into a rage when Joycelyn Elders says it's okay to
tell kids who masturbate that kids masturbate. Maybe
if schools had better sex education programs, AIDS

minute video of interviews with kids, ages 7-11, who I
have lesbian and gay parents. The kids talk about
loving their families, feeling good about having two
moms or two dads. But they also talk about being
teased, about feeling isolated, about teachers' silence
on the subject and lack of support, and about
wanting to see things change. What 1 realized, while
interviewing kids for the video, Was that these young
children have to go through much of the same

seeTALKINGQUEE^p^O
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: Minds. At Work: Journeys in. the South Bronx "is a testament to
children caught in the crossfire of urban poverty and violence,

•Axollection of words and:i images constructed from young
peoples' own experiences, this exhibit: captures their spirit and

: vitality in the fa.ce of 'overwhelming odds. A project of Commu-
nity Works, Minds at Work took place in School Districts 8 and

v9 in lie-South Bronx with children in dropout; prevention
: programs, itmiy of whom have been part of the shelter system.
Literary wprkshops were conducted by writer-in-residence

: Letitia Gijiltory. Through this artist's mentoring process, stu-
; dents xireatec! a;poweriul;coiiage of poems and creative writing
that eloquently: convey their thoughts and ideas—both posi-

:; tive and negative—arid their dreams for themselves and their
;communities. Using these: writings as a base, Community
Works commissioned photographer Ruth Morgan to docu-
ment the students in the school, at play, and in their homes and

: communities, This project is: part of Community Works'
;:commkmeB.t:to provide:piAlic forums for school children in
. New York Cityand. the San JFrahcisco;Bay Area,:.where they can
raise their voices and be heard 'by the larger community,

; Community Works is a :non-profit organization dedicated to

. ..as born in 1985
My birthday is on April 11
I am smart. I am good in class.
I am nice to others.
When i grow up I want to be a iawy
I have to go to college
When I grow up

I want to move to New Jersey
and go to college.

hit's my dream for when I grow • •

Rosaly,



r
using die arts to forge links between
diverse cultures and neighborhoods,
improve educational attainment, fos-
ter strong communities, and extend
the benefits of the arts to under-served
individuals, especially piiblie school
students. Community Works seeks to
provide the tools :fbr improving corn-
mimications and understanding, and
encouraging social responsibility, a re-
spect for diversity;, arid self empower-
ment. Community : Works annually
serves over 100,000 students and spe-
cial groups. : ; : ':"";•'

To learn more about Cornrnuiiity
Works programs contact: Gommu-
nity Works, 38 W. /-OTH Street, New
York, NY 10023, (2I2.); 72/1-3037; or
Ruth Morgan at Com munity Wo rk.s,
1605 Bonita.Avenue, Berkeley,: CA
94709, (510) 845-3332. :.; .:• ; ;

nice
brother
hot
My name is Tyrell L. Wright
and 1 iike to write a lot
of poems. And when i grow
up, I want to be an artist,
I like to draw.



People, they just throw
the garbage on the floor.
I don't like subways.
But, even though I don't like the subways,
I have to ride on them.
When the trains come, the floor shakes and moves.
You can see the lights and feel the winds...
and then Hurray... the subway is here!

Jamie Molina

My name is Percenda Townsend
I am 11 years old.
I live in an apartment.
I was born may 31,1985
itwas on atuesday.
I am mean.
I am nice.
I am beautiful.
I have a dotiy.

(Percenda's photo
is shown on the cover)

Shelter

It's like a prison
can not do nothing
can't go outside
can't go in the hail way
can't do nothing.

. , . . . ; . . . , . • - ; 'Robert Moore

I am a bad kid to everybody. But

inside I'm a gentle one...

smart and kind...

I love to paint and play instruments]

; • Jamie Molina

My dream is to be a
Singer and
I love to sing
My mother believes
I could be a singer, too.
! will sing nice.
I will be famous
I will be soft and loud.

Taisha Castro



The streets.:

The streets; of •
New York I ,
dirty, crooked, long ' • • • • ' : ; ; . . ;"". |: ;: ' .. ' :
and noisy, ; j , L
Different ; •-,.- -; : • - : : :
ton the streets of my family '. • :
SHat live in South Carolina. : ; :

But,' i : '"'.;"".": ;L ""f:*;
I'm still used to' my.street,.: J /• ;

My crooked, street.--' • .. ::.,..v,.,.,:.
My apartment on Brook; Ave.
I remember my other~m&.!. [ i " ' \d Ave... J I i

And the apartment I used to live at
my father... : : • • • ; • ' : ::

i am Joy Marie Colon.
I'm 14.1 live in a shelter. I'm tall and got shiny light brown
reddish hair.
But I dye it red.
Nothing is cooi about being a teenager.
Well something's Yeah.
That depends on the way you look at it.
I go out sometimes, but nothing cool.
The only thing that happens is, you get older, not younger.
And life gets tougher. And one thing, whatever happens ir
life keep your head up no matter what.



TALKING QUEER, from P35
internal struggle that older lesbian and gay kids and
young adults do. They have to juggle pride in their
families and fear of discovery. They have to figure
out who to confide in and who to hide it from. When
to come out, and when to be in the closet.

We've held the training at a half dozen schools in
San Francisco so far. The response has been over-
whelming. Teachers often cry when they watch the
video. At each school we've been to, teachers have
thanked us for coming to talk to them, and for
providing them with tools for dealing with
homophobia in the classroom.

And we've seen things change. One fourth-grade
boy, within the week after parents did a training at
his school, came home and told stories about two
different name-calling incidents that his teacher
responded to more seriously than ever before. In one
case she demanded that a kid apologize for an anti-
gay remark. In the other, she sent a student to the
principal for a chat.

At this same school, another teacher took the
initiative to develop a lesson on love for Valentine's
Day, including discussion of lesbian and gay rela-
tionships in her presentation. Even more exciting, a
group of teachers there has volunteered to work with
lesbian and gay parents whose kids attend the school
to develop curriculum ideas for grades K—5.

( KNOW WHAT YOU'RE THINKING. "YEAH, BUT
you're in San Francisco. What about the rest of

the country?" First of all, don't kid yourself about
Baghdad by the Bay. It's not like every elementary
school teacher in the city is just waiting for the
opportunity to tell kindergartners about queers.
At a recent meeting of school representatives, for
example, where the LGPA gave a presentation on
our project, one teacher asked, "Are you going to
present the other side? Are you going to talk about
the disease theory [of homosexuality]?" And even
the city official responsible for developing gay-
positive curriculum for the city's elementary
schools—himself a gay parent—doesn't think the
words "lesbian" and "gay" belong in the classroom
until second grade.

And secondly, don't assume that this can't be
done elsewhere. One public-school principal in At-
lanta, who recently saw the video, responded by
saying, "Teachers shouldn't have to learn about this
from the kids. This should be part of the curricu-
lum." And she scheduled a training for her school's
staff. We've barely begun to promote the project,
and already we've gotten requests for materials
from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Ver-
mont, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Texas, South Caro-
lina, and Florida.

What we're trying to figure out now is how to

broaden our organizing efforts. First of all, we're
looking for ways to build alliances with community-1
based groups of parents working to reform the
schools, particularly people of color. Clearly, our
issues are not the only ones that are crying to be
addressed by the public schools. There's the whole
issue of public education in general, which demands
that we address racism and how this society educates
children of color. For all the talk of multicultural
education, public schools remain racist both struc-1
rurally and in terms of what is generally taught in the |
classroom.

There are, however, concrete ways to make
changes. In one school, the lesbian and gay parents
group has approached the Latino Parents Alliance to
offer support to the work they are doing to oppose
Proposition 187 (a vicious anti-immigration law
passed in California in 1994 that, if upheld by the
courts, will deny public education to children of
undocumented immigrants). This is only one ex-
ample. For white gay and lesbian parents concerned
about what our children are being taught, and
about how public schools serve the entire commu-
nity, we need to view issues of racism as being
every bit as important as our own. If we have any
hope of building an alliance with other communi-
ties, we will have to demonstrate that concern
through action.

At the same time, we are keenly aware that this is
a dangerous time for ourselves, our children, and our
families. We have fought hard for the right to raise
children as open gay men and lesbians. But that right
is far from secure. We aren't about to see it taken
away. We will continue to fight to create a safe
environment for our kids, and for lesbian and gay
youth. There are many people, even within the
progressive movement, who are uncomfortable with
issues of lesbian and gay liberation, who perhaps
think that queers make unfit parents, or who don't
want their children to hear about homosexuality in
school. They're wrong. It's that simple.

We aren't going back in the closet. And we're
going to do everything we can to make sure that our
kids don't have to either.

We're here. We're queer. We're parents. Get
used to it. Q

Camomile deQuelquechose is a member of the Break-
through editorial board and, in case you couldn't tell,
a gay dad.

The LGPA's training packet, "Overcoming
Homophobia in the Elementary Classroom, " can be
purchased from LGPA, c/o 6705 California Street #i,
San Francisco, CA 04121. Phone (415) 387-0886. The
packet, which includes the video, discussion notes, and
handouts for teachers, is available for $25 to individu-
als, $50 to institutions.
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I N NOVEMBER 1994, PRESIDENT CLINTON
traveled to Indonesia to participate in the infor-
mal summit of the newly formed Asia-Pacific

Economic Cooperation alliance. Clinton's arrival
date in Indonesia marked the third anniversary of
the bloody Santa Cruz Massacre in Dili, where 271
Timorese were gunned down by Indonesian mili-
tary (the Indonesian government insists the death
toll was only 50). Anticipating world attention on
the economic summit, 29 East Timorese students
scaled an eight-foot high fence around the U.S.
Embassy in Jakarta. They stood inside the Embassy
compound armed with only a list of demands,
including the withdrawal of Indonesian troops from
East Timor and the immediate release of the rebel
leader Xanana Gusmao.

This latest escalation in the Timorese people's
fight for independence came 19 years after Indonesia
illegally invaded the small island nation. Since the

invasion, an estimated 200,000 East Timorese—
roughly one-third of the population—have been
killed, the greatest genocide relative to population
since the Holocaust. In the case of East Timor,
genocide has meant not only mass killings but also
destruction of entire villages, detention and torture
of anyone defying Indonesian rule, official policies
of starvation and forced sterilization, and govern-
ment-sponsored migration of large numbers of In-
donesians to East Timor.

CLINTON TIMID ON TIMOR
At the same time as the students occupied the

U.S. Embassy grounds, over two dozen other East
Timorese demonstrators were arrested in Jakarta. In
Dili, the capital of East Timor, hundreds of East
Timorese participated in anti-occupation demon-
strations, riots broke out, and arrests were made.
These demonstrations have continued as Portugal
and Indonesia meet in Geneva at UN—sponsored
"East Timor Talks." There have been numerous UN
resolutions calling for the withdrawal of Indonesian
troops from East Timor—but they have had little if
any effect.

The students also demanded a public statement
from President Clinton on the occupation of East
Timor. Consistently cautious of any disruption in
economic ties, Clinton has refused to seriously con-
sider human rights or the illegal occupation and
genocide in East Timor in making his economic deal
with Indonesia. Echoing his granting of Most Fa-
vored Nation status to China, Clinton issued a very
soft statement on how economic ties with Indonesia
would take human rights into account. Since this
statement, however, 12 East Timorese have been
killed, at least 24 have been detained by the Indone-
sian military, and no efforts have been made to stop
the governmental policies of repression and terror.
U.S. policy has not changed.

THE INVASION
The diverse people of East Timor are mostly

small-scale tribal farmers. From the late sixteenth
century until 1974, East Timor, located approxi-
mately 300 miles north of Darwin, Australia, was a
Portuguese colony. In April 1974, a military coup in
Portugal toppled the fascist Caetano/Salazar regime,
and the new Portuguese government decided to
withdraw from all of its colonies, including East
Timor. During the decolonization period, various
political groups emerged in East Timor. Fretilin
(National Revolutionary Front for an Independent
East Timor) gained widespread popular support and
won many local elections.

Indonesian propaganda constantly labeled Fretilin
as a radical "communist" group, a line which the
U.S. media has often parroted. Most observers,
however, viewed Fretilin's social reform program as
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"moderate, based principally on the establishment
of agrarian cooperatives and mass education," in the
words of Australian journalist Jill Joliffe. The aston-
ishing success of Fretilin's
literacy campaigns was de-
scribed in congressional tes-
timony by two American
anthropologists, Shepard
Forman and Elizabeth
Traube, who were living in
the mountains of East
Timor among the Makassi
andMambai tribes. Traube
and Forman reported that
Fretilin was adept at win-
ning the trust of the various
tribal leaders, and that the
Front was able to educate,
politicize, and mobilize
masses of people. By the
early part of 1975, coopera-
tives had been set up
throughout the country.
This, coupled with Fretilin's
successful literacy cam-
paigns, aroused the hostility and fear of the repres-
sive Indonesian government. By July 1975, election
results from local councils announced that Fretilin
had won approximately 60 percent of the popular
vote. This was a landslide victory over Fretilin's
nearest rival, the UDT, which gained zo percent of
the vote, while the Indonesian-backed APODETI
party garnered less than 5 percent.

For Indonesia, the prospect of an independent,
successfully developing, left-leaning East Timor was
unacceptable. Indonesia feared that a successful East
Timor would be an inspiration to separatist ele-
ments within Indonesia, for example in Aceh and
West Papua. East Timor also held a great untapped
resource of land, labor, and oil. With the go-ahead
from the United States, Indonesia began an exten-
sive destabilization campaign, eventually provoking
civil war in August 1975. In less than a month,
Fretilin easily defeated the Indonesia-supported
opposition. An estimated 300 people were killed in
the fighting. By this time, Indonesia was launching
military incursions into East Timor from its bases in
West Timor (West Timor, like the rest of Indonesia,
had been a Dutch colony until 1945). Indonesian
naval vessels started to bomb coastal towns and
villages. Fretilin called upon Portugal, whose colo-
nial administrators had fled East Timor when the
brief civil war broke out, to return to East Timor to
finish the decolonization process. Portugal never
returned. When it became obvious to the Timorese
that their pleas were not going to be answered,
Fretilin, on November 28,1975, declared East Timor
an independent state.

On December 7, 1975, a week after Fretilin de-
clared the independence of East Timor, and only
hours after U.S. President Gerald Ford and Secre-
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tary of State Henry Kissinger left Jakarta after meet-
ing with Indonesian rulers, the invasion of East
Timor began. The invasion started with full-force
Indonesian military attacks along the border, which
included aerial and naval bombardment and the
occupation of border towns. Within days, most of
the population of Dili, East Timor's capital, had
been killed. Many eyewitnesses described how the
Indonesians lined people up along the wharf and
shot them so that the victims would fall into the
ocean, while other Timorese were forced to count
off the bodies as they fell. Indonesian soldiers would
then shoot at the bodies in the water to make certain
there were no survivors. In the countryside, entire
villages were brutally slaughtered. In the villages of
Aileu and Remexio, everyone over the age of three
was killed. Between 50,000 and 80,000 East
Timorese, including many ethnic Chinese, were
killed in the first three months of the invasion. Most
of the Timorese civilians fled into the mountains
with Fretilin.

Constancio Pinto, the U.S. representative of the
National Council of Maubere Resistance (CNRM),
the Timorese resistance movement, recently toured
the U.S. He described his experiences after the
invasion:

"I was 12 years old when the Indonesian military
invaded my country. I fled to the mountains with
my family and, for three years, hid in the jungle. We
had little food, no medicine, and no weapons to
defend ourselves with, but we were not alone. Thou-
sands of East Timorese families had fled, like us, into
the mountains to escape the terror of the invasion;
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others fled to Australia or Portugal as refugees.
During those years in the mountains, I saw people
dying all around me. Many were killed by the
Indonesian military; others died more slowly through
starvation and disease. Many people I knew were
interrogated, tortured—and then they disappeared.
It is hard for me to describe those years, but I can still
see the Skyhawks and Bronco AVio aircraft, all
manufactured in the U.S., that the Indonesians used
in their attempts to eliminate us."

Despite strong and effective resistance from
Fretilin, by the end of 1979 Indonesia had control of
the majority of the country. Continuous large-scale
ground assaults were combined with a deliberate
policy of starvation through a scorched earth cam-
paign and the destruction of the agricultural system.
Complete villages were destroyed and tribes deci-
mated. Many Timorese, forced out of the moun-
tains, were placed in concentration camps modeled
on the strategic hamlets used by the U.S. in Viet-
nam. Famine and disease spread throughout the
camps and throughout the entire island. Though the
U.S. and many Western nations knew of the wide-
spread famine and disease, delivery of any relief
assistance was prevented until hundreds of thou-
sands were dead.

In 1980, Indonesia began implementation of a
World Bank-funded "family planning" program
aimed at controlling population growth by dissemi-
nating advice on contraception via provincial and
local clinics. While Indonesia's ruler Suharto re-
ceived world praise and the UN's Fund for Popula-
tion Activities Prize in 1989 for his government's
family planning program, Timorese refugees de-
scribe an inhumane and unjust program of forced
sterilization, lies, and institutional abuse of the con-
traceptive Depo-Provera. According to refugees, the
primary purpose of health clinics and hospitals in
East Timor is to function as population control
centers. Meanwhile, the Timorese have the highest
infant mortality rate in the world, and 70 percent of
Timorese children suffer from malnutrition. While
the Timorese population is being reduced, it is being
systematically replaced by an increasing Indonesian
population through job creation and migration.

GENOCIDE MADE IN THE U.S.A.
When Indonesia declared itself an independent

republic in 1945, it was led by a strong anti-imperi-
alist leader, President Sukarno. In fact the first
conference of the Non-Aligned Movement was held
in 1954 in Bogor, Indonesia. In 1994, in this same
city, the U.S. was invited to join in the development
of an Asian free market. The radical shift in align-
ment came in the mid—19605 with a U.S.—backed
coup that both introduced into power the present
military dictatorship of President Suharto and un-
leashed a reign of terror and massacre of the Indone-



sian people in 1965 and 1966. The terror campaign resulted in
the murder of almost half a million people and the crushing
of the PKI, the Indonesian Communist party.

When Indonesia invaded East Timor in 1975,90 percent
of the weapons used were U.S.-made. Indonesian forces 3
had originally planned to invade East Timor on Decem- ,;
ber 5, but they decided to postpone the invasion until ~2
they were clear on what the U.S. position would be.
With a green light from the U.S., the invasion began.
Since 1975, the United States has provided Indonesia
with well over $1.5 billion in weapons and military aid.

Philip Liechty, a CIA operations officer in the U.S.
Embassy in Jakarta in 1975, describes the details of U.S.
complicity with the invasion and occupation of East
Timor: "Suharto was given the green light to do
what he did. There was discussion in the embassy lii|j
and in traffic with the State Department about
the problems that would be created for us if the 311
public and Congress became aware of the level and
type of military assistance that was going to
Indonesia at that time. It was covered under the
justification that it was 'for training purposes'; |
but there was concern that this might wear thin 4
after a while, so the decision was taken to get 3
the stuff flowing from San Francisco as fast as 1
possible, to get it on the high seas before -I
someone pulled the chain. As long as the Indo-
nesians continued to certify that they were only
using the equipment for training, then we could
get it through the bureaucracy."

Aside from economic interests, the U.S. viewed
East Timor, and the deepwater straits that are a part al
of East Timor's territorial waters, as a strategic mili- I
tary point. Control of East Timor and its surrounding
waters was essential to defend the U.S. interests in the
region—particularly at a time when Soviet expansion in
Asia and worldwide was viewed as a threat.

IMET (International Military Education and Training)
has been provided to Indonesia throughout the occupation of
East Timor. Just as the U.S. trained death squads in Central
America, so Indonesian officers are trained at army bases and pres-
tigious institutions in the U.S. After the 1991 Santa Cruz Massacre,
after 17 years of U.S.-trained repression and torture, and with a great
deal of pressure from groups like the East Timor Action Network, a
proposal to cut IMET training to Indonesia was finally drafted in
Congress. Refuting President Bush's contention that IMET "instills in
Indonesian soldiers humanitarian ideals and democratic standards," Con-
gress cut off U.S. funding for the training. In reality, however, the cutoff
means little, as Indonesia now simply pays for what it used to get free.

The U.S. has consistently lied about the situation in East Timor and in
Indonesia, and continually claims that the situation is "improving." The
Agency for International Development and the U.S.—controlled World Bank
have provided significant amounts of money to help the occupation. Not only
has the U.S. never signed on to any of the eight UN resolutions calling for the
withdrawal of Indonesia from East Timor, it has repeatedly blocked any
effective international resistance to the occupation. One U.S. congressman
openly said a couple of years after the invasion, "It is in all of our interests
to bury the issue of East Timor quickly and completely."

BREAKTHROUGH
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VIEW FROM THE MOUNTAINS

But while Indonesian generals continue to study
at prestigious U.S. institutions like Harvard and UC
Berkeley, Timorese guerrilla fighters head to the
mountains to lead the resistance. Though both the
U.S. and Indonesia had hoped for "an effective and
quick" Indonesian victory, the Timorese resistance
movement has remained strong over the past two
decades. Constancio Pinto described his time in the
mountains: "When I was 15 years old I went to the
front line as a guerrilla fighter. At that time Indo-
nesians controlled all the food-producing areas and
people were starving in the mountains. We were fight-
ing to protect and feed them—as well as for our right
to self-determination." Constancio reported that
today there are probably no more than 800 guerrillas
under arms, yet four Indonesian battalions do noth-
ing but pursue them. The small number of guerrillas
is due to a limited number of guns. "If 50 guerrillas
are killed by the Indonesian military," he said, "a
hundred fighters will be ready to replace them."

The CNRM demands that the UN take a strong
stand on the ongoing human-rights violations in
East Timor at the new "Timor Talks" between
Portugal and Indonesia, which began in Geneva in
January. Though Portugal has never recognized East
Timor as an independent state, it agrees with the
CNRM that East Timor is an occupied, non-self-
governing territory. The CNRM wants to be in-

cluded in negotiations with Indonesia and Portugal
and has called for free elections, under UN sponsor-
ship, to determine East Timor's future status.
Constancio described the CNRM strategy: "We
East Timorese know that we can never win a military
victory against the might of Indonesia. We are but
half a million people against 180 million Indone-
sians. Our victory must be a political one based on
international law and justice. There can be no peace
in East Timor until our right to self-determination
is recognized and acted upon."

The CNRM and the East Timorese people know
that time is of utmost importance. As the Indonesian
government moves more Indonesians (mostly land-
less peasants from Java) into East Timor, as massa-
cres continue, and as Indonesia presses its
indoctrination of East Timorese youth, the possibil-
ity of self-determination, of a truly free election,
grows more and more remote. The East Timorese
continue to resist and refuse to let their struggle be
upstaged by p.r. shots of Clinton playing the sax
with his Asian buddies, like President Fidel Ramos
of the Philippines, or brushed under the carpet as an
economic deal is struck that surely will not benefit
the East Timorese. Q

Pam Sexton, a San Francisco teacher and activist, lived
and worked in Indonesia from 1000 to 1002. She is a
member of the East Timor Action Network.
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"While each one
of us must take

responsibility for our
individual actions, it is
a handful of powerful
corporate executives

who must assume
the lion's share of
responsibility for

the environmental
dangers to public

health.

—L As Lethal Air

significant victories and has broadened environ-
mental activism to include issues of race, class, and
gender.

Intel Corporation (lately famous as the manufac-
turer of the ill-fated Pentium chip in the very plant
under discussion in the SWOP study) is a classic
example of high-tech transnational corporate pol-
luters. The WMX Corporation, target of Toxic
Empire, is the world's largest waste disposal com-
pany and influences waste production and disposal
worldwide. Los Angeles is the scene of the best-
known crimes against clean air in the U.S., and the
Mann/WATCHDOG study reveals how it got that
way and what activists can do about it.

These studies were written and published by
activist organizations. They march and picket, lobby
government officials at local, regional, and national
levels, file or support lawsuits, and organize interna-
tionally. Each of these studies offers anti-racist, anti-
corporate environmental justice activists a wealth of
information and analysis on which to base campaigns.

The publication of Intel Inside New Mexico is part
of an ongoing campaign by the Southwest Organiz-
ing Project against the giant chipmaker's plan to
build a huge new fabrication plant outside Albu-
querque. Behind its smokeless facade, the semi-
conductor industry is a major polluter. It uses dozens
of toxic chemicals, especially solvents, to make chips,
and cleans the chips with vast quantities of water. It
takes more than 2,000 gallons of water to produce a

single silicon wafer (the plant
Intel wants to build in arid
New Mexico will produce
5,000 wafers per week). The
toxic chemicals are harmful to
workers in the plant, who are
mostly women of color—for
instance, studies have shown a
miscarriage rate double the
average. Intel also pollutes the
groundwater. Its first plants
were in California's Silicon
Valley, south of San Francisco,
where local residents still face
60 years of cleanup on former
Intel plants, three of the most
contaminated Superfund sites
in the country. Intel's plan to
relocate in New Mexico (where
water is scarce and precious,
and water rights have long
been a basis of the struggle
over indigenous land claims)
is a textbook case of what the

environmental justice movement calls environmen-
tal racism. Promising jobs in an impoverished, mostly
Chicano and Native American community, Intel
has managed to circumvent the permit process and

extort tax incentives and hundreds of millions of
dollars in construction bonds from compliant county
and state governments. SWOP wants Intel to be
fully accountable to the community in which it is
based.

Toxic Empire grew out of a campaign to prevent
the WMX corporation from building a toxic waste
incinerator in the small Latino farmworker town of
Kettleman City in California's Central Valley. The
people of Kettleman organized El Pueblo Para El
Aire y Agua Limpio (People for Clean Air and
Water) and fought the giant corporation for five
years. First they got help from California Rural Legal
Assistance (an activist law collective originally orga-
nized to help the United Farm Workers), which filed
a civil rights suit charging the company with envi-
ronmental racism and demanding all hearings and
documents be made available in Spanish and in
terms accessible to the people who would be affected
by the incinerator. In 1992 a San Francisco-based
support campaign called Push Back the Poison,
initiated by the Political Ecology Group and
Greenpeace, joined El Pueblo in exposing the
company's plans. WMX withdrew the proposal in
Fall 1993.

L.A. 's Lethal Air delineates the causes of L.A.'s air
pollution crisis. As well as serving organizers who are
fighting to clean up the air, the authors also mean to
offer principles for activists in other areas. For example:

There is a widespread view, encouraged by cor-
porate propagandists, that "all of us" are respon-
sible for the environmental crisis, and thus, "all of
us" should work together to clean it up. But while
each one of us must take responsibility for our
individual actions, it is a handful of powerful cor-
porate executives who presently determine the life
choices of the vast majority, and who must assume
the lion's share of responsibility for the environ-
mental dangers to public health and the threat to
the planet's long-term viability.

They go on to name the major corporate polluters in
Los Angeles County, a list that looks like the top of
the Fortune 500: General Motors, Douglas Aircraft,
Dow Chemical, Chevron. The study specifies the
kind of pollution the corporations cause, how they
poison communities of color, and how those com-
munities have organized to respond.

Throughout the country, polluting factories are
overwhelmingly located, and dump their toxic gar-
bage, in communities of color. They employ people
of color in health-endangering production processes.
For instance, SWOP surveyed electronics industry
workers in Albuquerque (all people of color) and
found that they were routinely exposed to unlabeled
chemicals in badly ventilated work areas with little
or no safety education or protective equipment. In
Kettleman City, the WMX toxic waste incinerator



would have made the small town, already the site of
a toxic waste landfill, the disposal site for toxic waste
from all over the western U.S. In Los Angeles the
worst air quality is in industrial communities like
Wilmington and San Pedro, where 4 of the county's
top 20 polluters are located—Texaco, Shell,
Ultramar, and Unocal—and where the population
is about 90 percent Latino. In Los Angeles 71 percent
of African Americans and 50 percent of Latinos
reside in areas with the most polluted air, in com-
parison to only 34 percent of whites.

LOCAL ACTION
The studies help us understand the environmen-

tal justice movement and how people organize to
resist the poisoning of their communities. From El
Pueblo in Kettleman City, to the Mothers of East
L.A., to the Southwest Organizing Project in Albu-
querque, it is clear that environmental justice grows
out of strong local organizing, often by powerful
women community leaders. The effort is complex—
they have had to mobilize their poor communities,
resist intimidation and bribery by the polluters
(WMX promised a youth center to impoverished
Kettleman City and delivered Christmas baskets),
build local leadership, and work with progressive
groups outside their communities (lawyers, envi-
ronmentalists, etc.) while keeping control of their
movements. But they have won significant victories:
for instance, campaigns have stopped toxic-waste
incineration all over the country.

Both SWOP and the Labor/Community Strategy
Center have explicit organizing strategies outlined
in their studies. Although they vary in significant
details, they both rely on communities confronting
polluters directly and on pressuring government
bodies.

These strong local struggles are trying to find a
larger organizational form. So far regional networks
have been the most viable, with some national
meetings and networking; but no single national
environmental justice organization has yet emerged.

GLOBAL THINKING
The international perspective of these studies is

especially strong and useful. The major polluters in
die United States are the U.S. government, especially
the military, and large transnational corporations.
Yet many struggles remain local, tied to a particular
pollution site. This means mat a local victory can be
won without being decisive because a major corpo-
ration can easily move its dirty operations some-
where else that is less well organized to resist.

Toxic Empire in particular documents this trend
in the global toxic-garbage industry: WMX has been
investing heavily in Eastern Europe, whose legacy of
decades of terrible industrial pollution makes any
kind of clean-up technology welcome, and in Asia,
where corporation-friendly governments welcome
industry, including clean-up technology that might
be spurned in other places.

SWOP's study was published in collaboration
with the Electronics Industry Good Neighbor Cam-
paign, a joint project of the Southwest Network for
Environmental and Economic Justice and the Cam-
paign for Responsible Technology. The project fo-
cuses on environmental conditions along the
U.S.—Mexico border, where maquiladoms, especially
electronic industries, have played a major destruc-
tive role in the health of workers and communities.

Internationalist concerns are at the very top of the
Labor/Community Strategy Center's program, which
includes restricting capital flight and opposing U.S.
firms dumping toxics in poor countries. These stud-
ies help build ties among activists fighting the same
enemy (WMX, for example, is being fought in
dozens of places all over the world). They also can
engage students and progressive activists outside the
targeted communities, exposing the ways environ-
mental racism attacks both the environment and
human rights. Q

Mickey Ellinger is a member of Prairie Fire Organizing
Committee. She worked on the writing and production
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<?/Toxic Empire.



Crime and Punishment U.S.A.
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Away
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by Charles King
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The least controversial observation that one can make about American criminal justice
today is that it is remarkably ineffective, absurdly expensive, grossly inhumane, and riddled
with discrimination. The beating of Rodney King was a reminder of the ruthlessness and
racism that characterize many big city police departments. But the other aspects of the
justice system, especially sentencing practices and prison conditions, are every bit as harsh
and unfair. —David J. Rothman, "The Crime of Punishment"

I N JUNE 1994, THE U.S. SENT ITS MILLIONTH
human being to prison, years sooner than would
have been thought possible just five years ago.

Yet as the number incarcerated continues to grow,
there is still no correlation between imprisonment
and crime prevention. In fact the opposite could be
said to be true.

In addition to a million people in prison, another
half million fill the nation's jails. Another 600,000
are on parole and three million on probation. Fi-
nally, another 100,000 are in juvenile facilities.
Those imprisoned comprise the ninth largest U.S.
city, and the total number under the control of the
criminal justice system is almost two times larger
than the population of Chicago, or Nicaragua.
Fourteen million people were arrested last year—
more than the number who live in Cuba or

to many other countries.
|\n growth has far outpaced population

@^ growth. From 1925 (when official imprison-
i ment statistics were first organized) to 1971,

the imprisonment rate was about 100
per 100,000. In 1972, it began to soar
and it keeps soaring: the rate is now

373 per 100,000, almost four times
higher than it was in 1972.

THE NUMBERS
RACKET

In 1991 Marc Mauer of
the Sentencing Project, an
independent organization
based in Washington,
DC, reported that the U.S.

had the highest incarcera-
tion rate (prisons and jails)

in the world (426) compared
to a distant second South Africa

(333) and third-place Soviet Union
(268). More recent studies indicate
that post-Soviet Russia has overtaken

the U.S. as the country with the highest imprison-
ment rate in the world, but the U.S. is widening its
lead over the also-rans: by 1992 the U.S. had an
incarceration rate of 519 compared to South Africa's
rate of 368 (see Table i). Furthermore, in 1990 the
incarceration rate for Black men in the U.S. was
3,109 compared to 729 for Black men in South
Africa. In 1992 this differential had also increased:

the rates were, respectively, 3,822 and 851. Thus, in
1990 the incarceration rate for Black men in the U.S.
was 4.3 times greater than the rate for Black men in
South Africa. Two years later that ratio had in-
creased to 4.5.

To comprehend the racial nature of U.S. imprison-
ment, consider Table 2, derived from publications of
the Bureau of Justice Statistics. We can see from the
table that Black people are 8.5 times and Hispanics
3.9 times more likely to go to prison than whites.

Further examination of these statistics reveals the
depth of their horror. Let's, for example, bring it
down to neighborhood scale. Then we see that for
every 1,000 Black people, 15 are in prison on any

Table 1
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Figure 1
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given day. Using census data we can calculate related
figures: on any given day in 1994, 3 percent of all
Black men were in prison; 6 percent of all Black men
aged 18—44; 7-6 percent of all Black men aged 25—29.

UCR Crime Rates 1973-1992
(per 100,000 population)
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NCVS Crime Rates 1973-1992
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We can also consider some other research
findings:

• In 1992 there were more Black men in prison
(583,000) than in college (537,000).

• One out of every four Black men will go to prison
in his lifetime.

• Thirty percent of Black men aged 20—29 in Chi-
cago were arrested in 1993.

• Forty-two percent of Black men aged 18—35 m
Washington, DC, were under some form of crimi-
nal justice control in 1992.

• Fifty-six percent of Black men aged 18—35 in Balti-
more were under some type of criminal justice
control in 1992.
A new crime bill has just been passed by Congress.

The effects of this bill will dwarf the horrific num-
bers cited above. In addition to adding scores of new
crimes punishable by the death penalty, the goals of
the new "crime initiative" involve placing 100,000
more police on the streets, increasing conviction
rates, increasing the proportion of convictions re-
sulting in imprisonment, requiring those impris-
oned to serve at least 85 percent of their sentences
("truth in sentencing"), and incarcerating "three-
time losers" for the rest of their lives.

Political scientists and criminologists have begun
to estimate the impact this bill will have on impris-
onment. John Irwin and James Austin, two crimi-
nologists who often prepare publications for the
prestigious National Council on Crime and Delin-
quency, have estimated in their recent book It's
About Time that the crime bill's package of laws
would result in over 9 times as many people being
imprisoned.

Thus, if we multiply by 9 the 6 percent noted
above, we see that well over half of all Black men
aged 18—44 wiH De in prison on any given day if all
projected aspects of the new crime initiative are
implemented. As Irwin and Austin note: " [The bill]
would mean that most of the nation's 5.5 million
black males aged 18-39 would be incarcerated."

Although some of this remains speculative, the
numbers, no matter how they're calculated, remain
staggering. Never before has any society at any time
used imprisonment in this fashion. The impact that
this will have on the Black community is difficult to
fathom.

DEBT TO SOCIETY

Much has been written about the financing of the
criminal justice system. Let's look at just a few
figures. Criminal j ustice funding has increased seven-
fold over the past 20 years, from $10 billion to $74
billion a year, with $25 billion spent for incarcera-
tion. This, however, is spare change compared to
what may follow, depending upon which aspects of
the new crime bill are implemented. For example, it
has been estimated that the three-time loser provi-
sion itself will cost $5.7 billion annually and require
an additional $21 billion in prison construction
costs. Estimates for the total crime bill package run
as high as an extra $351 billion over the next ten years.

What does this mean in real terms? It costs much
more to send a person to prison for a year than it does
to send a person to Harvard. It costs more to send a
person to prison than it would to support a family of
four. In fact, 300,000 families of four or 1.2 million
people could live for what it will cost to implement
the new three-time loser laws. While hunger is
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surging in the U.S., the Bread for the World Insti-
tute has noted that $10 billion—less than two years
of costs of the three-time loser law—would be
enough to expand the Women, Infants and Chil-
dren (WIC) food program to assure that there were
no longer hungry people in this category in the U.S.
Or consider this: according to a report from the
American Bar Association, all the state taxes of 18
taxpayers in Delaware are required to keep one
person in prison for a year; and the money spent to
build a prison in Wisconsin would pay for 11,000
children to attend Head Start.

CRIME IN NUMBERS
What is crime? This is not as simple a question as

it appears. What is considered criminal behavior is
up for debate in any society. For example, there is
street crime that breaks the law and that sometimes
results in imprisonment. But most crime does not
result in imprisonment, nor is it even considered
crime. Domestic violence, or the battering ofwomen,
is almost never seen as a crime—even though it is
estimated that 12 million women a year in the U.S.
are battered by their mates. Waging war is consid-
ered tragic, but not criminal. Denying people health
care, food, or housing also isn't criminal. I make
these points to emphasize that whatever the relation-
ship between crime and imprisonment, the causing
of human injury and suffering is no consistent
factor.

There are two main ways that street crime is
measured in the U.S. The first is with the Uniform
Crime Report (UCR; see Figure i). This is com-
puted by adding together the major crimes that are
reported to the police who in turn report to the FBI,
who publish the findings. The other measure of
crime comes from the National Crime Victimiza-
tion Survey (NCVS; see Figure 2). About 20 years
ago it became clear that only a proportion of crimes
are reported to the police and that if we wanted to
know about all crime, we would have to conduct
scientifically sound surveys of the population and
ask people if they had been victims of crime. This is
what the NCVS does.

Since the UCR and the NCVS measure crime in
different ways, they present different views of crime.
For example, the UCR only contains crimes that are
reported to the police, by some estimates only 40
percent of the total. (In 1992 there were about 13
million crimes reported by the UCR and 34 million
by the NCVS .) On the other hand, the NCVS does
not include murder (since its victims can't report it)
nor crimes for which there is no reporting victim,
like most drug-related crimes.

Let's look first at murder since this is the easiest to
measure and thus is the crime we know most about.
About 22,000 people were murdered in the U.S. last
year. As Figure 3 shows, the murder rate in the U.S.

was 9.4 per 100,000 population in 1973 and 9.3 in
1993—almost no change at all in 20 years.

Figure 2 shows crime that is measured by the
NCVS. As you can see, since 1973, when the NCVS
was initiated, the index of all NCVS crimes has
decreased rather steadily while the violent crime
index has stayed constant. Figure i shows crime that
is measured by the UCR, also since 1973. Here an
uneven pattern of increases and decreases is present
for all crimes while violent crimes increased steadily
and dramatically.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
Is there a relationship between crime and impris-

onment? Virtually everyone, from criminologists to
wardens to social scientists to specially appointed
task forces, all answer the question the same way: no.
Unfortunately this topic can't be analyzed in detail
in this brief article. I would thus like to sketch just
some of the arguments which illustrate this non-
relationship.

Figure 3
U.S. Murder Rate 1930-1995*

(per 100,000 population)
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U.S. Imprisonment Rate 1935-1995*
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Table 3

I. Let's consider the data already presented. We
can see that over the past 20 years one measure of
crime (the NCVS) has decreased by 26 percent and
the other measure (the UCR) has increased about 47
percent. The imprisonment rate has increased by
200 percent. In addition, consider the fact that the
UCR decreased from 1980 to 1985 and then in-
creased about the same amount between 1985 and
1990. These changes took place while imprisonment
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rates spiraled equally upward during both of these
intervals (Figure 4). When all of this is added to-
gether, it is clear that putting enormous numbers of
people into prison has not reduced the crime rate.
Table 3, based on a recent report from the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, presents a nice
summary of these data.

2. Consider the funnel effect, which demonstrates
why most crimes don't even come into contact with
the criminal justice system. Joan Petersilia, former
president of the American Society of Criminology
and an employee of the conservative Rand Corpora-
tion, in an article entitled "Building More Prison
Cells Won't Make a Safer Society" notes, "Of the
approximately 34 million serious felonies in 1990, 31
million never entered the criminal justice system
because they were either unreported or unsolved."
Thus, she continues, only 10 percent of all crime ever
entered the courts, about half of these resulted in
convictions, and about a third of these resulted in
imprisonment—less than 2 percent of the total
amount of crime.

3. Almost 70 percent of all murders are committed
by people known to the victim. In addition, virtually
all murder is committed in fits of passion that most
experts agree are unlikely to be repeated. I am not
saying that murderers should not be incarcerated. I
am saying that incarceration will not prevent mur-
ders. Similarly, it has been demonstrated over and
over that the death penalty does not deter murder.
These observations are illustrated by comparing the
murder rate with the incarceration rate, which shows

that the murder rate rose and then remained more or
less constant, through periods of less imprisonment
and periods of massive imprisonment, through pe-
riods of the use of the death penalty and through
periods when the death penalty was not used.

4. Consider the question of supply. There is
virtually an unlimited supply of people who will
commit crimes associated with drugs. As soon as one
person is removed from the labor market, another
replaces him or her. Imprisonment will never be able
to dent this supply.

5. Virtually all experts agree that prisons cause
people to become more deeply embedded in a life
of crime. Recidivism rates are over 50 percent within
three years after release from prison in most states.

6. The following comments are by "experts" in
the field whom one would expect to be supportive of
imprisonment. Thus their denials of the impact of
imprisonment on crime merit attention:

From the Correctional Association of New York:
"The state's new policies have been staggeringly
expensive, have threatened a crisis of safety and
manageability in the prison system, and have failed
to reduce the rate of crime or even stop its increase.
After almost ten years of getting tough the citizens of
New York are more likely to be victims of crime
today than in 1971. Moreover, the largest rise in
crime came at the end of the decade, during 1980—81,
well after the introduction of more severe sentencing
practices."

The director of corrections of Alabama: "We're
on a train that has to be turned around. It doesn't
make any sense to pump millions and millions into
corrections and have no effect on the crime rate."

Finally, Robert Gangi, current director of the
Correction Association of New York: "Building
more prisons to address crime is like building more
graveyards to address a fatal disease."

One last study on this topic should be mentioned.
Justice Fellowship, the organization founded by
Chuck Colson, commissioned a special report to
determine how much prisons deterred crime. Their
findings were so non-supportive of prisons that they
were reduced to this sarcastic attack:

"Incarceration rates are such a poor predictor of
crime rates that researchers would find proximity
[of states] to Canada more reliable. Eight of the 12
states that border on Canada rank in the bottom 20
in overall crime rates. Even alphabetical order is
more reliable [than incarceration rates] when pre-
dicting crime rates: Three states among the first 15
alphabetically rank in the bottom two-fifths of
crime rates."

ADDING IT UP

We've examined imprisonment, crime, and the
non-relationship between the two. We've seen that:

i. Mass incarceration started in 1972.
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2. The criminal justice system spends many bil-
lions of dollars caging millions of people.

3. The cages are filled with people of color, most
of them Black.

4. The system does not prevent crime.
5. The system does not rehabilitate people.
Why then does the U.S. insist on more prisons? If

not crime prevention, or even punishment, what
purpose could a system like this have? I would
suggest that a system with these characteristics func-
tions foremost to control people of color. Remem-
ber what events preceded the growth in im-
prisonment that started in 1972: the launching of
the FBI's COINTEL program; the assassination of
dozens of Black liberation leaders and the impris-
oning of hundreds more; the assassination of
George Jackson in August 1971, and the Attica
rebellion in September. In 1972 the nation's first
control unit was opened, in a wing of the U.S.
penitentiary at Marion.

Every serious analysis of the history of incarcera-
tion reveals the same historical thrust: prisons and
other systems of punishment are for social control,
not crime control. In 1939, in Punishment and Social
Structures, Rusche and Kirchheimer concluded that
the modalities of imprisonment throughout his-
tory were simply reflections of the economic sys-
tems that existed at given times. These modalities
bore no relation to crime prevention, but rather to
relations of production. Forty years later, in Disci-
pline and Punish, Michel Foucault showed the evo-

lution of state punishment as having little to do with
crime and everything to do with the exertion of the
state to maintain its power. "The prison," says
Foucault, "and no doubt punishment in general, is
not intended to eliminate offences, but rather to
distinguish them, to distribute them, to use
them... [to pro vide] them with a general 'economy.'"
This is an economy in which the demands that
communities of color make on American society are
subject to the most rigid control, through mass
incarceration.

The state, therefore, wants us to want prisons.
Exaggerated statistics and powerful images of mind-
less, random criminality—perpetrated by Black
men—bombard us from the media. Progressive
people are not immune. For instance, we in the
Committee to End the Marion Lockdown have
often proposed the slogan "Not One More Cell,"
only to be opposed by other progressive people.
Crime, they say, is a serious problem, and we have to
offer some solutions.

But (the statistics readily show) prison solves
nothing, can't, and won't—ever. It seems to me that
a function of progressive struggle is to unlock the
grip of racist ideology, and throw away that key. If
this is correct, then fighting to uncover the real
purpose of the "criminal" "justice" system is mean-
ingful work. G

Charles King is a member of the Committee to End the
Marion Lockdown in Chicago.
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WRITE THROUGH THE WALLS
The U. S. government says there are no political prisoners or PO Ws in this country. Yet the partial list below shows this
claim is a complete lie. We urge you to write them and to send literature. These women and men represent the best of
the movement. Make their struggle yours. "The Real Dragon " sponsors a continuing book drive to political prisoners
and POWs. For more information or to send contributions write: POB 3294, Berkeley, CA 0.4703-9901.

Puerto Rican
Prisoners of War

Alejandrina Torres #92152-024
FCI Danbury
Pembroke Station
Danbury CT 06811

Ricardo Jimenez #88967-024 A-2
Alberto Rodriguez #92150-024 B-3

USP Lewisburg
PO Box 1000
Lewisburg PA 17837

Edwin Cortes #92153-024
USP Terre Haute
Hwy 63 South
PO Box 33
Tetre Haute IN 47808

Carlos Alberto Torres #88976-024
FCI Oxford
Box 1000
Oxford WI 53952-1000

Alicia Rodriguez #NO7157
Box 5007
Dwight IL 60420

Luis Rosa #NO2743
P.O. Box 711
Menard II, 62259

Elizam Escobar #88969-024
FCI Colorado Unit
POBox 1500
El Reno OK 73036

Oscar Lopez-Rivera #87651-024
USP Florence
PO Box 8500
Florence CO 81226

Adolfo Matos #88968-024
Lompoc Fedl Penitentiary
3901 Klein Blvd
Lompoc CA 93436

Dylcia Pagan #88971-024
Lucy Rodriguez #88973-024
Carmen Valentin #88974-024

FCI Dublin
5701 8th Street
Camp Parks
Dublin CA 94568

Puerto Rican
Political Prisoners

Antonio Camacho #03587-069
FCI Allenwood
POB 2500
White Deer PA 17887

Juan Segarra-Palmer #15357-077
PO Box PMB
Atlanta GA 30315

New Afrikan/Black
Prisoners of War
and Poltical Prisoners

Ojore N Lutalo
#CN-861-59860 MCU
Trenton State Prison
BoxCN-861
Trenton NJ 08625

Herman Bell #79-C-262
Eastern Corr Facility
PO Box 338
Napanoch NY 12458-0338

Teddy (Jah) Heath #75-A-0139
Jalil A. Muntaqin #77-A-4283

s/n Anthony Bottom
Shawangunk Corr Facility
PO Box 700
WallkillNY 12589

Adbul Majid #83-A-0483
s/n Anthony LaBorde

Sullivan Corr Facility
Box A-C
FallsburgNY 12733-0483

Mohaman Koti #80-A-808
Great Meadow Corr Facility
POBox 51
ComstockNY 12821

Abdul Haqq#89-T-1710
s/n Craig Randall

Maliki Shakur Latine #81-A-4469
Albert Nuh Washington #77-A-1528

Clinton Corr Facility
Box 2001
Dannemora NY 12929-2001

Bashir Hameed #82-A-6313
s/n James York

Robert Seth Hayes #74-A-2280
Wende Corr Facility
1187 Wende Road
Alden NY 14004

Thomas Warner #M3049
Drawer R
Huntingdon PA 16652

Kojo Bomani Sababu #39384-066
s/n Grailing Brown

USP Lewisburg
PO Box 1000
Lewisburg PA 17837

Sundiata Acoli #39794-066
s/n Clark Squire

Sekou Odinga #05228-054
USP Allenwood
POB 3000
White Deer PA 17887

Richard Mafundi Lake #79972-X
3700 Holman Unit 10T
AtmoreAL 36503-3700

Sekou Kambui #113058
s/n William Turk

PO Box 10 (6B28)
Clio AL 36017

William Allen #66843
RMSI
7475 Cockrell Bend
Ind. Road
Nashville TN 37243-0471

Lorenzo Stone-Bey #10006
Indiana State Prison
Box 41
Michigan City IN 46360

Mondo Langa
s/n David Rice

PO Box 2500
Lincoln NE 68542-2500

Gary Tyler #84156
Louisiana State Penitentiary
84156 +Ash 4
Angola LA 70712

Rickke Green #84244
O.S.P
P.O. Box 97
McAlester OK 74502-0097

Mutulu Shakur #83205-012
USP Florence
PO Box 8500
Florence CO 81226

Haki Malik Abdullah #C-56123
s/n Michael Green

Corcoran Prison
PO Box 3456
Corcoran CA 93212

KalimaAswad#B24l20
s/n Robert Duren
CMC
POBox 8108 Cell 1372
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8108

Aida Robinson #03323-097
FCI Dublin
5701 8th Street
Camp Parks
Dublin CA 94568

geronimo ji-Jaga (pratt)
#840319
POBox 409000 C11-225L
lone CA 94640

Ruchell Cinque Magee #A92051
HugoPinell#A88401

Pelican Bay CF
PO Box 7500 SHU D-8-205
Crescent City CA 95531

Mark Cook #027100
PO Box 777
Monroe WA 98272

MOVE Prisoners

Mumia Abu Jamal #AM-8335
SCI Greene
1040 E Roy Furman Hwy
Waynesburg PA 15370

Michael Davis Africa #AM-4973
1100 Pike St
Huntingdon PA 16654-1112

William Phillips Africa #AM-4984
RFD3
BellefontePA 16823

Edward Goodman Africa #AM-4974
PO Box 200
Camp Hill PA 17001-0200

Debbi Sims Africa #006307
Janine Phillips Africa #006309
Merle Austin Africa #006306
Janet Holloway Africa #006308

451 Fullerton Ave
Cambridge Springs PA
16403-1238

Delbert Orr Africa #AM-4985
Drawer K
Dallas PA 18612

Charles Sims Africa #AM-4975
Box 244
GraterfordPA 19426



Virgin Islands 5

Hanif Shabazz Bey #96554-131
s/n B Gereau

USP Lewisburg
PO Box 1000
Lewisburg PA 17837

Malik El-Amin #96557-131
s/n Meral Smith
USP Allenwood
POB 3500
White Deer PA 17887

Abdul Aziz #96521-131
s/n Warren Ballentine

USP Leavenworth
PO Box 1000
Leavenworth KS 66048

Raphael Kwesi Joseph #96558-131
address unknown
(please write us)

Native American
Prisoners of War
and Political Prisoners

George StillDay #85775
Limon Correctional Facility
Unit 1A
POBox 10000
Limon, CO 80826

Eddi,

'C 28376

Scott Scelye #02601-041
USP Marion
POBox 1000
Marion II, 62959

Leonard Peltier #89637-132
USP Leavenworth
POBox 1000
Leavenworth KS 66048

Standing Deer #640289
aka Robert Hugh Wilson

Ellis 1 Unit
Huntsville TX 77343

Norma Jean Croy #W-l4293
CIW Chowchilla
PO Box 1508
Chowchilla CA 93610

Mexican Political Prisoners

Luis Rodriguez #C 33000
Pelican Bay CF
POBox 7500 C-12-202
Crescent City CA 95532-7500

Cuban Political Prisoners

Ana Lucia Gelabert #384484
9055 Spur 591 Neal Unit
AmarilloTX79107

Irish Political Prisoners

Richard Johnson #17422-038
FCI Allenwood
Box 2000 Unit 3A
White Deer PA 17887

Martin P Quigley #41064-006
FCI Allenwood
Box 2500 Unit 4A Medium
White Deer PA 17887

Kevin Artt #33020-198
FDC Pleasanton
5675 8th St
Dublin CA 94568

Japanese Political Prisoners

Yu Kikumura #09008-050
USP Florence
PO Box 8500
Florence CO 81226

North American
Political Prisoners

Richard Picariello #05812
Maine State Prison
Box A
Thomaston ME 04861

Silvia Baraldini #05125-054
Susan Rosenberg #03684-016

FCI Danbury
Pembroke Station
Danbury CT 06811

Kathy Boudin #84-G-171
Judy Clark #83-G-313

Bedford Hills
Box 1000
Bedford Hills NY 10507

Marilyn Buck #00482-285
Linda Evans #19973-054
Laura Whitehorn #22432-037

FCI Dublin
5701 8th Street
Camp Parks
Dublin CA 94568

Timothy Blunk #09429-050
Larry Giddings #10917-086

USP Lewisburg
PO Box 1000
Lewisburg PA 17837

Claude Marks #38771-079
Donna Willmott #38772-079

MCC Chicago
71 WVanBuren
Chicago IL 60605

Bill Dunne #10916-086
Jaan Laaman #10372-016

USP Leavenworth
PO Box 1000
Leavenworth KS 66048

David Gilbert #83-A-6158
Great Meadow Corr Facility
POBox 51
ComstockNY 12821

Raymond Levasseur #10376-016
Thomas Manning #10373-016

USP Florence
PO Box 8500
Florence CO 81226

Richard Williams #10377-106
3901 Klein Blvd
Lompoc CA 93436

«A rare and
courageous voice
speaking from a
place we fear to

: Mumia

must toe beard.
-Alice Walker

In bookstores everywhere. To receive an audio cassette of Abu-Jamal's
live recordings contact Equal Justice at 1-800-746-1160. Books also
available through Equal Justice for $20.00 plus shipping and handling.

Live from Death Row is an
unflinching account of the
brutalities, humiliations,
and atrocities of prison
life, written by a man
who has lived that life for
the past twelve years.
This fascinating, sometimes
horrifying account provides
a unique perspective on the
nationwide debate about
capital punishment, racism
in sentencing, and the
inequities of the criminal
justice system.

Paul Wright #930783
PO Box 777
Monroe WA 98272

Plowshares/Disarmament
Prisoners

Sam Day
c/o 2206 Fox Ave
Madison WI 53711

Bonnie Urfer
221 7th S tE
Ashland WI 54806

Cory Bartholomew
Bayfield County Jail
117 6th St
WashburnWI 54891

Fr. Karl Kabat, OMI #10888
PO Box 5521
Bismarck ND 58502

BEHIND THE
BURNING CROSS:

RACISM USA

This 30-minute video captures
the spectrum of fascism in the
U.S., from Nazi youth, paramili-
tary groups and white power
"Christianity" to the halls of
government. It also shows
several strategies for positive
action. A must-see documentary
for anti-racists. Price: $15-25,
$50 for institutions. John Brown
Anti-Klan Committee, PO Box
14422, San Francisco, CA
94114. Phone: 415/567-9699
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